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FOREWORD
The Energy Efficient Engine Component Development and Integration Program is
being conducted under parallel National Aeronautics and Space Administration
contracts to the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group, Commercial Products Division
and the General Electric Company. The overall project is under the direction
of Mr. Carl C. Ciepluch. Mr. John W. Schaefer is the NASA Assistant Project
Manager for the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft effort under Contract NAS3-20646, and
Mr. M. Vanco is the NASA Project Engineer responsiblefor the portion of the
program described in this report. Mr. William B. Gardner is the Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Program Manager for the Energy Ffficient Engine Program. This
report was prepared by Mr. K. Leach and Mr. R. Thulin of Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft.
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SECTION I.O
SUMMARY
The Low-PressureTurbine Transition Duct Model Technology Program was direcL
toward substantiatingthe aerodynamic definition of the turbine transitio_
duct for the Energy Efficient Engine. This effort was successful in demon,.ra.-
ring an aerodynamicallyviable compact duct geometry and the performance bene-
fits associated with a low camber low-pressure turbine inlet guide vane.
The program consisted of two phases. In the first phase, the performance of
the transitionduct designed for a flight propulsion system was evaluated. The
second phase focused on demonstratingdesign changes required for the inte-
grated core/low spool. All testing was conducted with a scale model of the
transitionduct configuration,which incorporated sufficient instrumentation
for an accurate characterizationof component pressure distribution,exit pro-
files and flow properties.
Phase I results verified the duct pressure loss goal of 0.7 percent at design
point conditions. Also, strut fairing pressure distributions,as well as wall
pressure coefficients,were in close agreement with analytical predictions.
Duct inlet flow perturbations,simulating off-design operating conditions,
showed no aerodynamic instabilities.On the basis of these results, a duct
design with an area ratio of 1.5, length-to-heightratio of 3.0, and a non-
working strut fairing was confirmed for the flight propulsion system.
The duct modificatlonsevaluated during Phase 2, which included a 5 percent
increase in the exit annulus area along with geometry changes to the fairing
for aerodynamiccompatibility fDr the low-pressure turbine in the integrated
core/low spool, increased the total pressure loss to 1.59 percent. Although
the increase in exit area produced higher wall Ioadings, reflecting a more
aggressive aerodynamicdesign, pressure profiles showed no evidence of flow
separation. In addition, inlet and exit pressure profiles of the low camber
turbine inlet guide vane showed the desired low loss performance.
Overall, the results from these tests indicate that the transitionduct
designs for both the flight propulsion system and integratedcore/low spool
are aerodynamicallystable and provide the low-pressureturbine rotor inlet
with a flowfield that is insensitiveto high-pressureturbine exit conditions.
Since model results are scaleable to the full size component, these results
provide a firm basis to proceed with the design of a full scale transition
duct for the integratedcore/low spool. These results have also contributed
substantiallytowaras extending the data base for designing low loss transi-
tion ducts for the next generationof gas turbine engines.
I
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SECTION 2.0
INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics and Space Administrationsponsored Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Energy Efficient Engine Component Developmentand IntegrationProgram
is directed toward the developmentof technology to achieve greater fuel effi-
ciency for future commercial gas turbine engines. The overall goals outlined
for the program include a reduction in fuel consumptionof at least 12 percent
and a reduction in direct operating cost of at least 5 percent relative to the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JTgD-7A reference engine. To demonstrate the tech-
nology to achieve these goals, the program is presently divided into three
tasks:
Task _ PropulsionSystem Analysis, Design and Integration
Task 2 Component Analysis, Design and Development
Task 4 IntegratedCore/Low Spool Design, Fabrication and Test
As part of the Task 2 effort, a turbine transition duct was designed for both
the integratedcore/low spool and the flight propulsion system. The component
design is based on aggressive aerodynamics to achieve a compact, low loss duct
configuration.The purpose of the Low-PressureTurbine Transition Duct Model
TechnologyProgram was to verify the aerodynamic definitionsof each design
and to provide technical guidance during the design process. This program was
.cheduled to ensure timely interactionwith the low-pressure turbine component
effort, as shown in Figure 2-I.
This report presents the results of the Low-Pressure Turbine Transition Duct
Model Technology Program. Section 3 provides a discussion of the transition
duct rig designs. Section 4 describes the test program, and section 5 presents
the results of the test program. Concluding remarks are presented in section 6.
LOW-PRESSURE PDR
TURBINE COMPONENT _ _ _._ (
DESIGN AND FABRICATION I I,
i I
I I
TRANSITION DUCT 5 _ 6 i 7 8
TEST PROGPAM _' "_
I - COMPONENT PRELIMINARY DESIGN COMPLETED
2 - INTEGRATED CORE,LOW SPOOL TRANSITION DUCT CONFIGUR_'ION DEFINED
3 -- COMPONENT DETAILED DESIGN INITIATED
4 - COMPONENT DETAIL[D DESIGN COMPLETED
,5 - BASEPOINT TRANSITION O'JCT MODEL DESIGN INITIATt.D
6 - INTEGRATED CORE LOW SPOOL TRANSITION DUCT MODEL DESIGN INIT_-_TED
7 - BASEPOINT TRANSITION DUCT AERODYNAMICS VERIFIED
8 - iNTEGRATED CORE LOW SPOOL TRANSITION DUCT AERODYNAMICS VERIFIED
Figure 2-I Low-PressureTurbine Transition Duct Test Program Logic Diagram
3
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SECTION 3.0
LOW-PRESSURETURBINE TRANSITION DUCT RIG DESIGN
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the Energy Efficient Engine turbine system, the turbine transition duct
provides the gas path transitionbetween the high-pressureturbine exit and
the low-pressureturbine inlet to establlsh the desired flow conditions for
the low-pres._ureturbine inlet. In terms of its mechanical arrangement, the
transitionduct provides a frame for the rear high and low-pressurerotor sup-
port and the rear engine mount. This arrangementpermits a straddle mounted or
simply-supportedhigh-pressurerotor system for improved clearance contrul. In
; addition,centralizing the rotor mass between and Pear the support structure
provides improved centreI of c&se and rotor d_flections caused by normally en-
countered flight loads.
A cross-sectionalview of the transition duct, low-pressureturbine system,
and exit guide vane, as integrated in the turbine section of the Energy
: Efficient Engine, is shown in Figure 3-I. The transition duct performance
goal, in terms of percent total pressure loss, is 0.7 percent for both the
integratedcore/low spool and the flight propulsion system.
HIGH TURBINE
PRESSURE TRANSITION LOW PRZSt;uRE EXIT GUIDE
TURBINE DUCT I'U,_BINE
VANE
Figure 3-I Cross-SectionalView of the Energy Efficient Engine Tu-bine
Section Showing the High-PressureTurbine Rotor, Transition
Duct, Low-PressureTurbine aridExit Guide Vane 5
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The transitionduct aerodynamicdefinition introducescertain technology
challenges.These include the following: (1) proper spanwise air angle and
Mach number distributioninto the low-pressure turbine rotor, (2) no flow
separationthrough the duct, (3) low loss strut fairing, (4) aerodynar,lic
tolerance to high-pressureturbine off-design exit conditions,and (5) aero-
dynamic compatabilitybetween the strut fairin_ and the unique low cand)er
first vane in the low-pressureturbine. These challengeswere addressed in the
rig design and test effort.
3.2 TRANSITIONDUCT TEST RIG
3.2.1 Rig Design Approach
Two builds of the transitionduct rig were designed and fabricated for use in
this technologyprogram. The first (build l) was designed to assess _he aero-
dynamic characteristicsof the transition duct for the flight propulsion sys-
tem and was scaled to 0.6961 of the flight propulsion syste_ size to match the
engine Reynolds number. The second (build 2) was designed to verify the per-
formance characteristicsof the transition duct for the integrated core/low
spool and was scaled to 0.7434 of the integrated com_/low spool size to maxi-
mize the use of existing rig hardware from build I.
The aerodynamicdefinition for each build of the transition duct rig was based
on a series of analyses to establish the flo_ath, airfoil contours and flow
characteristics.These are discussed for each of the two builos of the transi-
tion duct in the following sections. The general parameters governing the
transitionduct aerodynamic design for both the flight propulsion system and
the integratedcore/low spool are presented in Table 3-I.
TABLE 3-I
TRANSITIONDUCT GENERAL AERODYNAMICS
(At AerodynamicDesign Point)
FLIGHT PROPULSION INTEGRATED
SYSTEM CORE/LOW SPOOL
Annulus Area Ratio 1.50 1.57
EffectiveA_ea Ratio 1.26 1.42
Effective Turning, deg* 0 5
A PT/PT (_) Goal 0.7 U.7
* e2 gas -e2 free vortex
n
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3.2.2 Build I TransitionDuct Rig Design
Flowpathh
The flowpath of the flight propulsion system transition duct configurationwas
establishedduring the preliminary design phase of the program for an engine
thrust size of 182,376 N (41,000 Ibs). The flight propulsion system duct
length was 21.0 cm (8.26 in). Its annulus area ratio was ].50 and its length-
to-height ratio was 3.0. The flowpath definition is shown in Figure 3-2 and
it identifiesthe axial and radial positions of the strut fairing and turbine
inlet guide vane.
------ DESIGNED
_IR FOII..SECT)ONS
.... TiP
so
I _____ )GV
_Z TiP ...... MEAN
_ L
(14) 0 5 0 l0 1 15.2 20 3 25 (
_) _4) ((_) (8) (10)
AXIAL OISTANCE.CM (IN)
Figure 3-2 Build l Transition Duct Flowpath Definition
A streamline analysis, utilizing an inviscid, two-di,,ensional,axisymmetric
model, was used in designing the transition duct flowpath. The desired duct
contour geometrywas assumed to be smooth and was input together with a radial
blockage profile used to simulate the transition duct strut fairing. The
resulting axialarea variation used in this analysis is shown in Figure 3-3.
Inlet temperature,pressure, and angle profiles were set by the high-pressure
turbine rotor exit conditions.An analysis of the transition duct flowpath was
conducted to determine if flow separationoccurred. Results of this analysis
are shown in Figure 3-4. Levels of wall friction at the strut trailing edge
for the inner and outer walls indicate that the duct should be free of separa-
tion. These results are also indicated in Figure 3-5 where the predicted inner
and outer wall pressure coefficientsare shown. The design aerodynamics from
the streamline analysis for the build l rig are summarized in Table 3-11.
f
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F_gure 3-3 Strut Fairing Blockage Profile Based On Streamline Analysis
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Figure 3-4 Build 1 Transition Duct Separation Criterion
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Figure 3-5 Build 1 Transition Duct Predicted Inner and Outer Wall Pressure
Coefficients
TABLE 3-11
BUILD I TRANSITIONDUCT RIG DESIGNAERODYNAMICS
(FlightPropulsionSystem)
Root Mean Tip
HPT Exit
Mach No. 0.527 0.500 0.546
Air Angle,deg 41.31 45.03 53.02
StrutFairlngLeadingEdge
Mach No. 0.463 0.445 0.455
Air Angle,deg ]48.01 141.07 135.01
MetalAngle, deg 148.0l 141.07 135.0l
Incidence,deg 0.0 0.0 0.0
Strut Exit
Mach No. 0.437 0.405 0.413
Air Angl( deg 32.32 36.58 43.47
MetalAngle,deg 31.0 35.2 44.2
Gas Turning,deg -0.33 Ð&Ll +1.52
EffectiveTurning,deg 0.0 0.0 0.0
IGV Inlet
Mach NO. 0.422 0.395 0.390
Air Angle,deg 147.B0 ]42.92 ]37.95
MetalAngle,deg 142.80 137.92 ]30.95
Incidence,deg -5.0 -5,0 -7.0
IGV Exit
Math No. 0.709 0.650 0.627
Air Angle, deg 24.30 24,30 Z4.30
Petal Angle,deg 24.3o 24,30 24.30
Air Turning,deg 7.90 12.78 17.75
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For this design and test, all angles were referenced from tangential. The air-
foil design inlet angles were measured clockwise from tangential, and the exit
angles and all test measured angles were measured counter clockwise from
tangential.
Strut Fairin9
The transition duct has a series of struts to provide structural support of
the number 4 and S bearing compartment. To minimize blockage and pressure
loss, the struts are encased by aerodynamically-shapedfairings.
There are 14 strut fairings in the build I configuration.The main criteria
governing the fairing aerodynamicdesign were thickness and the air conditions
shown in Table 3-11. The fairing thicknes,_was established at 2.54 cm (I in)
to accommodate the structural strut. The fairing is a 65 series circular arc
nonworking foil that provides low loss and the proper flow conditions to the
low-pressureturbine inlet. A summary of the turbine strut fairing design
characteristicsis presented in Table 3-111. Airfoil computer-aideddesign
program._were used for determining the strut fairing pressure distribution.An
acceptable pressure dlstribution for the mean section is shown in Figure 3-6.
Figure 3-7 shows the stacking arrangement of the root, mean and tip sections
of the airfoil.
TABLE 3-111
TRANSITION DUCT STRUT FAIRING SUMMARY
AIRFOIL PLANAR SECTIONS
(Flight Propulsion System Build l Design)
Roo___.t.t Mean Tip
Radius at Stacking Point, cm (in) 39.1 (15.40) '3.5 (17.14) 47.£ (18.87)
Axial Chord, cm (in) ll.4 (4.b) 11.4 (4.5) If.4 (4.5)
Actual Chord, cm (in) 20.3 (8.0) 18._ (7.4) 16.2 (6.4)
Maxlmum Thickness, cm (in) 2.54 (l.O) 2.5_ 'l.O) 2.54 (l.O)
Gap/Chord Retio 0.864 1.04 1.32
InletM_t._lAngle 144.50 138.00 132,10
Inlet Air Angle 144.50 138.00 132.10
Inle' Nach Number U.451 0.446 0.460
Ey't Metal Angle 31.1 31.2 39.8
Exit Air Angle 35.83 39.65 46.38
Exit Mach Number 0.456 0.417 0.401
Inlet Guide Vane
In the Energy Efficient Englne, the high and low pressure spools are counter-
rot_'ing. This results in the requirement for a unique low camber inlet guide
vane in the low-pressureturbine for improved performance.The build 1 inlet
guide vane aerodynamic parametersare presented in Table 3-1V. An acceptable
pressure distribution for the mean section of the inlet guide vane is present-
ed in Figure 3-8. Figure 3-9 shows the stacking arrangement of the vane.
I
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Figure 3-6 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure Profile
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Figure 3-7 Build l Strut Fairing Root, Mean, and Tip Stacking Arrangement
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Figure 3-8 Build 1 Inlet Guide Vane Design Pressure Distribution
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Figure 3-9 Build l Inlet Guide Vane Stacking Arrangement
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TABLE3-IV
LOW-PRESSURETURBINE INLET GUIDE VANEGENERALAERODYNAMICS
(Build 1 Design)
Root Mean Tip
Trailin_ Edge Trailini_Edi_e Trailing Edi_e
Radius, cm (in) 44.50 (17.52) 47.98 (18.89) 51.48 (20-27)
Actual Chord, cm (in) 7.72 (3.04) 7.69 (3.03) 7.56 (2.98)
Axial Chord, cm (in) 4.19 (I.65) 4.19 (I.65) 4.19 (I.65)
No. of Foils 54 54 54
Gap/Chord Ratio 1.24 l.33 l.43
Leading Edge Diameter cm (in) 0.203 (0.080) 0,177 (0.070) 0.177 (0.070)
Inlet Metal Angle, deg 139.6 137.4 131.O
Inlet Air Angle, deg 144.6 142.4 138.0
Inlet Mach No. O.410 0.387 0.367
Exit Metal Angle, de9 24.3 24.3 24.3
Exit Air Angle, deg 24.3 24.3 24.3
Exit Mach No. 0.705 0.654 0.617
Incidence,deg -5 -5 -7
3.2.3 Build 2 Transition Duct Rig Design
In the second phase of the transition duct test program, modificationswere
made to the transition duct test rig to reflect the definition of the transi-
tion duct that evolved for the integratedcore/low spool.
The rig hardware in build 2 is similar to that of build l with the exception
of the flowpath and airfoils. The major differences relative to the build 1
duct are as follows:
o Five percent increase in area ratio (I.50 to 1.57)
o A reduction in the number of strut fairings from 14 to II
o Canting the strut fairing
o An increase in strut fairing effective turning from 0 to 5 degrees
o Modifications to the inlet guide vane
Flowpath
Certain modificationswere made to the flowpath in the build 2 transition duct
configuration to reflect the revisions required for the integratedcore/low
spool. The changes are apparent in Figure 3-I0, which presents a comparison of
the flight propulsion system transition duct scaled to the duct in the inte-
grated core/low spool. As indicated,the outer wall curvature and radial height
fur the duct in the integratedcore/low spool were changed to accommodate a 5
percent increase in the exit annulus area ratio (1.57 compared to 1.50). In
addition, the overall axial length has been increased slightly. These modifi-
k cations, however, did not affect the length-to-heightratio, which remained at
3.0 for each duct configuration.
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Figure3-I0 Build2 TransitionDuctFlowpathDefinition
The samestreamlineanalysistechniquesused in the build1 analysiswere
employedin build2. The transitionduct effectiveflowarea,as dsed in the
streamlineanalysis,is shownin Figure3-11.Loss profiledataacquired
duringbuild l were alsoused for a more accuraterepresentation.
The resultsof an analysisof the integratedcore/lowspooltransitionduct,
showingthe predictedinnerand outerwall pressurecoefficients,are present-
ed in Figure3-12.In comparisonto the Buildl design,the transitionduct
flowpathfor the integratedcore/lowspoolis a moreaggressivedesign,as in-
dicatedby the highlevelof diffusion.Analysisindicatedthat the flowwill
not separatefromthe outerwall. althoughthe levelsof pressurecoefficient
are nearlevelsfor the onsetof separation.Table3-V presentsa summaryof
the designaerodynamicsfromthe streaalineanalysisforbuild 2.
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TABLE 3-V
BUILD 2 TRANSITIONDUCTRIG DESIGN AERODYNAMICS
( Integrated Core/Low Spool )
Roott
Inlet
Mach No. O.594 O.560 O.b73
Air Angle, deg 38.04 43.36 48.45
Strut Fairing Leading Edge
Mach No. O. 526 O.498 0.480
Air Angle, deg 151.23 143.75 141.36
Metal Angle, deg 153.0 146.5 140.0
Incidence,deg -I.77 -2.75 1.36
Strut Exit
Mach NO. O.398 O.403 O.324
Air Angle, deg 35.00 38.50 42.00
Metal Angle, deg 43.0 51.3 54.8
Air Turning, deg -6.23 -2.25 -3.36
EffectiveTurning, deg 5 5 5
IGV Inlet
Mach No. O.396 O.395 O.3U4
Air Angle, deg 144.43 141.28 139.63
Metal Angle, deg 141.43 138.28 13o.b3
IncidenceAngle, deg -3 -3 -3
IGV Exit
Mach No. 0.652 0.654 O.541
Air Angle, de9 26.72 24.22 21.72
Metal Angle, deg 56.72 24.52 21.72 '
Air Turning, deg +I0.81 +14.30 +17.67
Strut Fairin_
Several modificationswere made to the strut fairing design to acco_nmodatethe
flowpath changes. First, the strut fairing was changed from a nonworking to a
working foil, turning the airflow 5 degrees to provide the proper inlet flow-
field to the low-pressureturDine. Second, the posture was changed by canting
the airfoil tangentiallyapproximately 11 degrees and shifting the root sec-
tion axially rearward. Third, the number of strut fairings was reduced from 14
to 11 to preclude a possible vibratory excitation induced by a high-pressure
turbine blade passing frequency.Finally, the airfoil series was revised from
a 65 circular arc to a 400 series to improve incidence range. Computer-aided
design programs were used to determine the strut fairing pressure distribution.
An acceptable pressure distribution of a typical section is shown in Figure
3-13.
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Figure 3-13 Typical Strut Fairing Section Pressure Profile
A summary of the transition duct strut fairing airfoil design characteristics
at several spanwise stacking point locations, as shown in Figure 3-I0, is
presented in Table 3-VI. The stacking arrangementof the strut fairing is
shown in Figure 3-14.
TABLE 3-VI
TRANSITION DUCT STRUT FAIRINGSUMMARY
AIRFOIL PLANAR SECTIONS
(IntegratedCore/Low Spool Build 2 Design)
Spanwise Section 1 2 3 4
Radius*,cm (in) 35.00 (13.783 39.19 (15.43) 42.74 (16.83) 47.44 (18.68)
Axial Chord, cm (in) IU.9 (4.32) II.2 (4.43) If.5 (4.53) If.7 (4.64)
Actual Chord, cm (in) 20.4 (8.03) 17.3 (6.81) 15.6 (6.143 14.g (5.88)
Maximum Thickness, cm (in) 2.54 (l.O) 2.54 (I.0) 2.54 (l.O) 2.54 (l.O)
Gap/ChordRatio 0.98 1.29 1.59 1.82
Inlet Metal Angle, deg 150.2 144.5 138.7 131.6
Inlet Air Angle, deg 148.5 142.5 141.8 148.1
Inlet Mach No. O.Sl 0.50 0.48 0.43
Exit Metal Angle, deg 33.4 44.1 51.0 54.9
Exit Air Angle, deg 31.9 35.3 38.4 42.4
Exit Mach No. 0.37 0.40 0.40 O. tl
*At Stacking Point
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Figure 3-14 Build 2 Strut Fairing Stacking Arrangement (ReferenceFigure 3-10)
Inlet Guide Vane
Modificationsto the inlet guide vane were based primarily on the results
acquired from the related Energy Efficient Engine Subsonic Cascade Test
Pro0ram (see Reference l). These tests indicated that improved negative
incidencecapability could be obtained if the design incidencewas adjusted
from a build l value of -5 degrees to -3 degrees. This informationwas incor-
porated into the design of the uuild 2 low camber first vane. Furthermore, the
vane leading edge was changed from a circular to an elliptical geometry for
improved performance. Based on these results, the acceptable pressure distri-
bution for the mean section of the inlet guide vane is shown in Figure 3-15.
The aerodynamicparameters of the build 2 inlet guide vane are presented in
Table 3-VII. The airfoil stacking arrangement is shown in Figure 3-19.
3.2.4 TransitionDuct Rig Description
The turbine transition duct rig is designed to simulate the full scale compo-
nent in the Energy Efficient Engine in order to provide a comprehensive
assessmentof component aerodynamics.A cross-sectionalview of the rig is
presented in Figure 3-17. Basically, the rig has three major sections. The
first is the rig inlet, which contains an inlet screen to regulate the inlet
turbulencelevel and preswirl vanes to regulate air angle to the strut fairing.
The _econd section is the transition duct itself, scaled tr approximately 70
percent of the full size geometry. It also contains the strut fairings. The
rig exit is the third section, which simulates the low-pressureturbine inlet
=,_dcontains the low camber inlet guide vane.
18
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tABLE 3-VII
LOW-PRESSURETURBINE INLET GUIDE VANE GENERAL AERODYNAMICS
(Build 2)
Trailing Edge Trailing Edge Trailing Zdge
Root Mean Tip
Radius, cm (in) 41.63 (16.39) 46.02 (18.12) 50.39 (19.B4)
Actual Chord, cm (in) 6.98 (2.75) 7.13 (2.81) 7.59 (Z.99)
Axial Chord, cm (in) 3.98 (I,55) 3.98 (I.57) 3.96 (I.56)
No. of Foils 54 54 54
Gap/Chord Ratio 1.21 1.35 1.48
Leading Edge Ellipse Ratio 4:l 4:1 4:1
Leading Edge Minor Axis, cm (in) 0.088 (0.035) 0.088 (0.035) 0.088 (0.035;
Inlet Metal Angle, deg 139.8 137.4 136.0
Inlet Air Angle, deg 142.8 140.4 !39.0
Inlet Mach No. 0.403 0.377 0.267
Exlt Metal Angle, deg 26.7 _4.2 21.7
Exit Air Angle, deg 26.7 24.2 21.7
Exit Mach No. 0.652 0.654 0.541
Incidence Angle, deg -3 -3 -3
19
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The rig was designed so that the inner body had a rotational capability of 55
degrees. This enabled precise indexing of the struts in relation to the in-
strumentationprobes, which penetrated the flowpath from the outer wall at the
J strut fairing inlet, strut fairing exit, and low-pressureturbine inlet guide
) vane exit planes, as indicated in Figure 3-17.
The inner body of the rig was rantileveredoff a bearing support and rotated
from its downstreamend by means of a positioningelectric motor and reduction
gearing. A potentiometerwas connected to the gearing to determine the rela-
tive angular po_Itionof the rotating section. Control and instrumentation
cables crossed through the exit plenum and exited through a side port.
The inlet screen was deslgned to reduce distortion from the inlet ducting and
to produce a turbulence level of 4 percent at the inlet to the pre-swirl vanes
for a more realistic representationof actual engine conditions.This screen
was designed to produce a pressure loss of not more than one velocity head.
The screen drag and turbulencedesign .urves are shown in Figure 3-18.
Eighty pre-swirlvanes were used to match the exit air angle distributionof
the high-pressureturbine component. These vanes were designed as double
circular arc airfoils. The design section pressure distributionsfor this type
of airfoil are represented in Figure 3-19. These airfoils were mounted on a
stem to allow restaggeringfor off-design testing.
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The struts,low-pressureturbineinletguide vanes,and turbulencescreenwere
boltedto and rotatewith the aluminuminnerbody.The contouredouterwall
shroudsectionswere alsomade of aluminum.These shroudsectionswere bolted
to the strutsand vanes,permittingsimultaneousrotationof both the vanes
and shroudsections.The shroudswere sealedagainstthe outer bodywith
Teflon '0'rings to preventflow leaks.The spunaluminumcenterbodyseated
ontothe innerrig sectionto completethe duct testsection.
The rig featuredquick-disconnectband clampsand 14 instrumentprobeports.
The quick-disconnectbandclampspermittedrapiddisassemblyof the rig,which
facilitatedpre-swirlvaneadjustments.The 14 instrumentprobeportspermit-
ted quickprobechangesand facilitatedprobe leadconnectionchecks.
3.3 RIG FABRICATIONAND ASSEMBLY
3.3.1 Fabrication
Transitionductcomponentsand adaptingfacilityhardwarewere fabricatedfrom
conventionalmaterialsusing standardmachiningoperations.The flowpathwas
fabricatedfromaluminum,and pre-swirlvanes_serefabricatedfrom 316 stain-
less steel sheetmetal.
In buildl, twentyturbinetransitionduct strutfairingsweremachinedto the
designcontourfrom6061-T-6aluminum.Three sectionsof fourof thesefairings
were arc-tracedand showeda maximumdeviationof 0.050 cm (O.OZOin) at the
: leadingedge. All were withinspecificationat mid-chord.
Eleventurbinetransitionduct structuralstrut fairingwere machinedto the
build 2 designcontourfrom 6061-T-6aluminum.Three sectionson all eleven
strutswere arc-traced.The maximumdeviationwas 0.040cm (0.016in) at the
_ leadingedgeof the fairing.All were withinspecificationat mid-chord.
Sixtyinletguide vanesweremachinedto the build 1 designcontourfrom
6061-T-6aluminum.Three sectionson fourof the airfoilswere arc-tracedand
werewithin+0.010cm (0.004in) of designintent.
Sixtyinletguide vaneswere alsomachinedto the build2 designcontourfrom
6061-T-6aluminum.Threesectionson fourof theseairfoilswere arc-traced,
and fifty-fourof theseairfoilswere selectedon the basisof chord length
and surfacefinishinspections.
3.3.2 Assembly
Following fabrication, the pre-swirl vanes were installed into the inlet ring,
and each vane chord angle was indivldually set to an average angle of 121.3
degrees with., a standard deviation of 0.34 percent for bulld I and an average
angle of 119.7 degrees with a standard deviation of 0.08 percent for build Z.
Theseairfoilswere restaggeredfor the off-designtest to 111.3 degreeswith
a standarddeviationof O.l percentfor build I and to 112.8degreeswith a
standarddeviationof 0.I percentfor build 2.
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The fairingwas boltedinto slotsin Lhe innerflowpath.The struttips were
thenmachinedto match the flowpath,and the outer shroudwas boltedinto
place.The gap resultingfromthe intersectionof the strutand flowpathwas
filledwith epoxy to match the enginefilletradius.The locationof the strut
in buildl was shiftedforward0.25cm (O.lOin). In build 2 it was within
printtolerance.The staggeranglesfor both buildswere withinO.l degree.
The inletguidevaneswere boltedinto slots in the inner flowpath.The vane
tipsweremachinedto match the flowpath,and the outer shroudwas boltedinto
place.The gap resultingfromthe intersectionof the vane and flowpathwas
filledwith epoxy to match the enginefilletradius.For both builds,the
locationof the vaneswas within0.012 cm (0.005in) of axiallocationand
withinO.l degreeof stagger.
The flowpathand airfoilswere finalassembledat the test standwith the
requiredinstrumentation.The final assembledrig is shownin Figu.-c2-20.
Figure3-20 AssembledTest Rig
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SECTION 4.0
TEST PROGRAM AND PROCEDURES
4.1 TEST PLAN
The test program comprised two phases. In the first phase (build l), the tran-
sition duct for the flight propulsion system was evaluated,while the second
phase (build 2) focused on substantiatingdesign changes for the transition
duct in the integrated core/low spool. However, before the rig test program
was initiated,a series of functional test system checks was conducted. Veri-
fication of the operation of data acquisition systems and test instrumentation
and rig and facility plumbing hookups was made. The rig test program was ini-
tiated after satisfactoryoperation of these systems was demonstrated.
The test matrices for builds l and 2 are presented in Tables 4-I and 4-11,
respectively.As shown, each phase of testing consists of two main tests. The
first test was structuredto assess transition duct rig aerodynamic perfor-
mance at desi_Inconditions.For the second test, the rig inlet air angle was
varied to evaluate the aerodynamic tolerance of the transition duct rig to
high-pressureturbine off-d_sign exit conditions.For each test series, the
rig inlet temperaturewas 65°C (150°F). The inlet pressure was varied between
ll7,2llto 124,106 Pa (17 to 18 psia), until +he desired strut inlet Mach
numbers, shown in Table 4.1, were attai6d. _nis enabled the rig to match the
Reynolds number at the engine conditions.
Testing at both design and off-design conditions involved a series of three
individualdata acquisitionpoints, as shown in the test matrices. The format
outlined in the following paragraphswas employed for each of the two tests in
each build.
Testing at the first point was conducted to obtain the axial static pressure
distributionon the outer wall in order to ascertain if the flow was separa-
tion free. Also, a spanwise and gapwise traverse of the strut fairing inlet
and exit planes was made with total pressure and air angle probes to evaluate
the high-pressureturbine exit conditions, the transitionduct and strut fair-
ing pressure loss characteristicsand the inlet conditions to the low-pressure
turbine inlet guide vane. After the required data were accumulated, the rig
was shut down so that the traversing instrumentationat the strut fairing exit
plane could be moved to the inlet guide vane exit for the next acquisition
point.
In the second data acquisition,a spanwise and gapwise traverse of the strut
fairing inlet and the low-pressure turbine guide vane exit was performed to
determine the pressure loss from the transition duct inlet to the exit cf the
exit guide vane, and the low-pressure turbine first rotor inlet conditions.
The final acquisitionwas conducted to obtain axial static pressure distribu-
tions of the inner wall to determine if the flow was separation free. Strut
fairing surface static pressureswere measured at lO, 50, and 90 percent span
to determine if the desired aerodynamicswere achieved. The surface static
pressure at bO percent span of the turbine inlet guide vane was also measured
to determinewhether the guide vane was separation free and achieved the
desired aerodynamics.
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TABLE 4-I
DATA ACQUISITION SEQUENCE IUILD 1
(Test 1 - Design Conditions)
Acquisition Inlet Conditions
Point Instrumentation Mach No Air Angle Re_,noldsNo
1 Outer Wall Statics O,SlO 46.0 deg 4.6xi05
Inlet Probes
Strut Fairing Exit Probes
2 Inlet Probes
Inlet Guide Vane Exit Probes
3 Strut Fairing Contour Statlc
Pressure Taps
Inlet Guide Vane Contour Static
Pressure Taps
Inner Wall Statics
(Test 2 - Off-Desil)nConditions)
1 Outer Wall Statics 0.460 51.0 deg 4.3xi05
Inlet Probes
Strut Fairing Exit P,_)bes
2 Inlet Probes
Inlet Guide Vane Exit Probes
3 Strut Fairing Contour Static
Pressure Taps
Inlet Guide Vane Contour Static
Pressure Taps
Inner Wall Statics
,'6
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TABLE 4-II
DATA ACQUISITION SEQUENCE BUILD 2
(Test 1 - Dest_n Conditions)
Acquisition Inlet Condltions
Point Instrumentation Mach No Air An_le Reynolds No
1 Outer Wall Statics 0.567 43.6 deg 5.OxlO5
Inlet Probes
Strut Fairin9 Exit Probes
2 Inlet Probes
Inlet Guide Vane Exit Probes
3 Strut Fairing Contour Static
Pressure Taps
Inlet Guide Vane Contour Static
Pressure Taps
Inner Wall Statics
(Test 2 - Off-D(si_n Conditions)
1 Outer Wall Statics 0.501 48.6 deg 4.6xi05
Inlet Probes
Strut Fairing Exit Probes
I 2 Inlet Probes
Inlet Guide Vane Exit Probes
3 Strut Fairing Contour Static
Pressure Taps
Inlet Guide Vane Contour Static
Pressure Taps
Inner Wall Statics
27
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4.2 INSTRUMENTATION
The test rig incorporateda sufficient nung)erof sensors to determine total
pressure loss, wall pressure coefficients, airfoil pressure distributions,
Mach numuers, and air angles. This instrumentationconsisted of surf,ce static
pressure taps, total pressure rakes, wedge probes, boundary layer probes, and
claw probes. The instrumentationused in the build I transitionduct rig is
listed in Table 4-111, and that used in the build 2 rig is listed in Table
4-1V.
Traversing probes were positioned at the strut fairing inlet, strut fairlng
exit and inlet guide vane exit planes. Probes at the strut fairing and inlet
guide vane exit were circumferentiallylocated 1.5 strut gaps apart. The
probes were positioned so that the same strut fairing could be traversed past
bo_1 probes during a traverse of 2 strut gaps, thereby allowing a direct com-
parison of 2 probe readings at the same location. They were also positioned so
that artywakes resulting from the strut fairing inlet instrumentationdid not
influence the instrumentationat strut fairing exit or inlet guide vane exit.
Figures 4-I and 4-2 show the relative position of the instrumentationin the
build 2 rig (view looking at the inner radius) and the build 2 airfoils (view
looking at the outer diameter radius).
TABLE 4-111
TRANSITION DUCT RIG (BUILD l) INSTRUMENTATION
Type O(uantit_ An_le (de9)
Inlet Reference
Total Pressure and 3 (at 90, 210, and 330 deg)
Total Tenlperature
Strut Fairing Inlet
_oundary Layer Z six-element (at 340 deg, OD, and ID)
Wedge Probe 2 (at 174 and 354 deg)
Total Pressure Rake 2 ten-element rakes (at 20 and 200 deg)
Strut Fairing Exit ,:
_law Probe 2 (at lO and 50 deg)
Inlet Guide Vane Exit
Total Pressure Rake 4 ten-element rakes (at O, 40,
180, and 220 deg)
Claw Probe 2 (at 30 ard 350 deg)
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TABLE4-111 (continued)
Static Pressure Taps
Type quantity, Angle (de9)
Inner and Outer
Duct Wall 54 Starting at Trailing Edge of Pre-Swlrl Vanes
and Proceeding Every 1.2S cm (O.B in) Axially
to RIg Exlt - Followlng Stremtube
Strut Fairing Inlet 4 Equally Spaced
Inner Wall
Strut Fairing Inlet 4
Outer WalI Equally Spaced
O;leStrut Passage:
lO - 10% Span Pressure Side
lO - 50% Span Pressure Side
lO - 90% Span Pressure Side
lO - 10% Span Suction Side
I0 - 50% Span Suction Side
" IO - 90% Span Suction Side
Strut Trailing Edge 1 at 50% Span
S_rut Trailing Edge 6 at ID Wall
Strut Fairing Exit 4 Equally Spaced
Outer Wall
One LPT First Stage
Vane Passage:
lO - 50% Span Suction Side
5 - 50% Span Pressure Side
l - 50% Span Trailing Edge
Inlet Guide Vane Exit
Inner Wall 4 Equally Spaced
Inlet Guide Vane Exit
Outer Wall 4 Equally Spaced
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TABLE 4-1V
TRANSITIONDUCT RIG (BUILD2) INSTRU_NTATION
quant1_ Angle (deg)
InletReference
Total pressure 50_;Span 3 4.72 tn Upstream of turbulence
screen at 90, 210, and 330 deg
Total tamperature 505 Span 3
Strut FalrlngInlet
Total pressurerake 2* 20, 200
Wedge/Clw probe 2 167.3, 347.3
Boundary layer probe 2 340 (%D and OO)
Inner wall stattc pressure 4 O, 90, 180, 270
Outer _11 stattc pressure 4 O, 90, 180, 270
Strut Falrln_Exlt
Claw probe 2 16.37, 65.46, 130.92, 327.28
Inner wall stattc pressure 4 O, 90, 180, 270
Outer wall static pressure 4 O, gO, 180, 270
InletGulde Vane Exlt
---Total pressurerake 4* O, 4g,I, 180, 22g.I
Claw probe 2 3g.og, 350
Inner _mll stattc pressure 4 30, 120, 210, 300
Outer wall statlc pressure 4 30, 120, 210, 300
StatlcPressure Taps
Streamlse Innerwall statlc 27 every 1.25 cm (0.50In)
pressure** axlally
Streamvlseouterwall statlc 27 every 1.25 cm (0.50 In)
pressure** axlally
Strut contourstatlcpressure PercentAxlalChord
101;Span 20 PressureSurface:5, 10, IS, 20,
30, 34, 50, 70, 80, 90
Span 21 SuctlonSurface:S, I0, 15, 20,
30, 4S, 60, 70, BO, 90
90_ Span 20 In addttton to above, SO_ span
has 1 tap at 100_ chord.
Strut pttcl_vtse static pressure
Inner wall 6 Equally spaced across gap
Outerwall 6
InletGuide Vane Contour PercentAxial Chord
stattc pressure
SO_Span 16 Pressure Surface: S, 10, 25, SO,
75; Suctton Surface: S, 10. 20.
30, 40, 50, 60. 70, 80, 90;
1 tap at 100_ chord
* ten element
** One streamline, from the strut fatrtng tnlet to the rtg exit, was lnstru-
mntad wtth stattc pressure taps.
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4.2.1 Surface Static Pressure Tdps
T_lesurface static pressure taps were located at the inner and outer duct
wall, starting at the trailing edge of the pre-swirl vdnes and proceeding
every 1.25 cm (0.5 in) axially toward the rig exit. Selected strut fairings
were instrumentedwith static pressure taps at I0, 50 and go percent span to
record airfoil pressure distributions.Also, selected inlet guide vanes were
instrumentedat 50 percent span for the acquisitionof pressure distributicn
data.
4.2.2 Total Pressure Rakes
The total pressure rake shown in Figure 4-3 was used at the strut fairing
inlet and inlet guide vane exit planes to record inlet and exit total pressure.
These probes had 10 kiel heads across the span and remained _tationa-y as th(
airfoils rotated, producing a circumferential traverse. The ktel head probes
were callbrated as a function of Mach numoer and had an error of less than
O.01 percent.
4.2.3 Wedge Probes
Wedge probes were used at the strut fairing inlet plane to measure total pres-
sure, static pressure, and air angle. This probe, as shown in Figure 4-4,
featured a leading edge sensor to record total pressure and two static pres-
sure sensors on the side of the probe that were balanced to measure air angle.
I The wedge probe traversed in a radial direction and remained stationary as the
I airfoils rotated, producing a circumferential traverse.
¢
I With the probe balanced, the leading edge sensor was calibrated for total
1 pressure as a function of Mach number and found to have a error of less than
i 0.01 percent. The side sensors for the balanced probe were calibrated for
static pressure as a function of Math number, as shown in Figure 4-5.
! 4.2.4 Claw Probes
Claw probes were used at both the strut fairing exit and inlet guide vane exit
because they permitted measurementscloser to the wall than the wedge probe.
The claw probe functioned similarly to the wedge probe and measured both total
p'essure and air angle. The claw probe traversed in a radial direction and
remained stationaryas the airfoils rotated, producing a circumferentialtra-
verse. The leading edge sensor was calibrated for total pressure as a function
of Mach number and had an error of les_ than 0.01 percent.
4.3 FESF FACILITY
The transition duct rig was run at the United TechnologiesResearch Center
(UTRC) jet burner test stand. This stand is a self-contained cold flow and
combustion facility having seven test cells, three control rooms, a compressor
room, work area, and fuel pump room. Three of the seven test cells are design-
ed for hot flow or combustion testing. The remaining four are utlllzed for
cold flow testing such as that conducted in this programJ
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Low-pressureair is supplied to the cold flow test cells and to one combustion
test cell by two multistage Allis-Chalmerscompressors nominally rated at an
airflow rate of 19 kg/sec (43 Ib/sec) at a pressure of 202,707 Pa (29.4 psi)
and 7 kg/sec (17 Ib/sec) at a maximum pressure of 340,603 Pa (49.4 psi). Thls
air may be heated to 204"C (400"F) with a Todd heat exchanger. Test stand
piping and valving permit the compressors to be used as exhausters. A pressure
: ratio greater than 8:1 may be obtained by using one of the compressors on
pressure and the other one as an exhauster.
High-pressureair is also available to all test cells at steady state airflow
rates of up to 4 kg/sec (lO Ib/sec) at pressures up to 2,068,440 Pa (300 psi).
Higher airflow rates of up t_o68 kg/s_c (150 Ib/sec) may be obtained by
'blowingdown' three 1524 m_ (5000 ft_) storage tanks, which are part of
the system and are pressurized to 2,757,920 Pa (400 psi) by the compressors.
At full pressure, the tanks hold 13,970 kg (30,800 Ibs) of air. The cold flow,
high-pressureair supply can be boosted to J,998,984 Pa (580 psi) at steady
state airflow rates of up to 1.82 kg/sec (4 Ib/sec) by a boost compressor.
4.4 DATA RECORDING AND REDUCTION
4.4.1 Data Recording
All rig data were collected through the United Technologies Research Labora-
tories Low Speed Acquisitionand Recording Console (LARC). This system records
data onto a section of Univac magnetic tape, and checks the recorded value
against the input. All of the pressures, temperatures and air angles were
recorded in this manner.
Raw data were available for individual sensor readings during the run. A
complete data collection printout was available within 24 hours.
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4.4.2 Data Reduction
The data from the Low Speed Acquisition and Recording Console tape were first
computer processed to apply the required probe calibrations and to order the
data. The data were then plotted and reviewed to permit an identificationof
any data anomalies. Following the review, the ordered data were processed to
average the total pressures, air angles, and static pressures measured during
data acquisitions l and 2. From these data, Mach numbers at the three instru-
mentation locations were calculated, along with the pressure losses for the
transition duct and the transition duct and the inlet guide vane.
Spanwise profiles of total pressure, air angle and Mach number were plotted at
_he three instrumentationlocations. In addition, spanwise loss profiles were
plotted for the transition duct and for the transition duct and inlet guide
vane.
4.4.3 Data AcquisitionSystem Accuracy
The data acquisition system for the transition duct test measured and recorded
pressures, temperatures,and air angles. The type of data acquired and the
degree of accuracy for each type recorded are described in the following para-
graphs.
Pressure measurements were made using calibrated probes and static taps. The
pressureswere measured using transducers,which were calibrated with dead
weight testers and traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. The output
from the transducerswas recorded using the United Technologies Research
LaboratoriesLow Speed Acqui;itionand Recording Console (LARC) system. The
accuracy of this system for pressuremeasurements was 0.15 percent.
Temperaturemeasurementswere made using standard thermocouplewire and an
electronic ice junction. The accuracy of this system for temperaturemeasure-
ment was 2.2"C (4"F).
Air angle was measured with a balancing air angle probe mounted in a rotating
traverse can. The angular rotation of the probe was measured using a shaft
encoder mounted on the traverse can (the shaft encoder reading was calibrated
at the test stand to the true position of the probes). The probe was then
rotated in the flow stream while the rig was operational.This was done until
the side pressure taps of the probes were balanced. The shaft encoder reading
of the balanced probe was then recorded on the LARC data recording system. The
accur_,y of this system for air angle measurements was 3 degrees.
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SECTION 5.0
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This section presents the results and analysis of data acquired from builds l
and 2. For the most part, data for each build are compared to the prediction
at design conditions.Direct comparisons between data from builds l and 2,
however, are not meaningful because of the geometry differencesbetween the
two transition duct configuratlons
The following section, Section 5.2, provides a characterizationof system
aerodynamics.The discussion of results is presented in terms of strut fairing
inlet aerodynamics,strut fairing exit aerodynamics,and rig duct exit aero-
dynamics. Section 5.3 contains pressure distributionsof the duct walls, strut
fairing and low=pressureturbine inlet guide vane. Section 5.4 presents a sum-
mary of the test results.
5.2 AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION
5.2.1 Strut Fairing Inlet Aerodynamics
Strut fairing inlet conditionswere set to match the high-pressureturbine
design exit conditions by adjusting the rig flow and preswirl vane stagger
angle. Off-design inlet conditions were set by revising the inlet angle 5
degrees more axial with the preswirl vanes and using the same flow rate.
The measured build l inlet air angle average spanwise profile at design and
off-designconditions is compared to the design point prediction in Figure
5-I. This figure shows that the spanwise average of the measured inlet angles
at design conditions is 0.8 degree more tangential than the design intent and
the spanwise measured profile matches the predicted profile to within 2
degrees. Results at off-design conditions show the average inlet angle to be
4.1 degrees more axial than the design point data with a spanwise profile that
has approximatelythe same slope. The 4.1 degree difference is sufficiently
large to indicate the effect of off-design operation.
Similar measurements for the build 2 rig are shown in Figure 5-2. This figure
shows that at the design conditions the averag_ inlet cngle is 1.5 degrees
more tangential than the prediction and the spanwise profile has a steeper
slope. At the root, the air angle is 5 degrees more tangential than the design
i tent, which caused the strut fairing incidence to become approximately3
degrees positive. The off-design data show the average inlet angle to be 7.1
degrees more axial than the design point data with a spanwise profile that has
approximatelythe same slope. With this angle, both design and off-design data
bracket the predictionand the difference is sufficientlylarge to indicate
the effects of off-design operation.
PRECED;i'_GPAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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The inlet Mach number average spamvise profile was calculated using the span-
wise total pressure date from the wedge probes and a linear interpolation be-
tween the inner and outer well static pressure taps. The build 1 average span-
wise Mach number profiles ere presented in Figure 5-3. This figure shows the
average design point inlet Mach number is 0.03 below the design intent of
0.51. Off-design date show a decrease in average inlet Mach number to 0.44.
t This was a result of continuity, i.e. flow level was maintained with a more
axial inlet angle which resulted in a lower inlet velocity.
The build 2 3verage spanwise Mach numbo.rprofiles ere presented in Figure 5-4.
This figure shows the average design point inlet Mach number is 0.04 above the
design intent level of 0.57. The off-design data show e decrease in average
inlet Mach number to 0.50, which is again e result of continuity.
Table 5-I presents a summery of the strut fairing inlet conditions. Overall,
the measured inlet angles and Mach numbers are in close agreement to the
_. design intent.
TABLE 5-I
SUMMARY OF STRUT FAIRING INLET CONDITIONS
Design Design Off-Design Off-Design
Build l Intent Measured Intent Measured
Inlet Angle, deg 46.0 45.2 51.0 49.3
Inlet Mach No. 0.510 0.48 0.46 0.44
Build 2
Inlet Angle, deg 43.6 42.1 48.6 49.2
Inlet Mach No. 0.567 0.605 0.501 0.504
5.2.2 Strut Fairing Exit Aerodynamics
Pressure Loss Assessment
The total pressure loss across the transition duct was measured by a simulta-
neous traverse of the strut fairing inlet and exit. The build l duct spanwise
average total pressure loss at both design and off-design conditions is shown
in Figure 5-5. At design point conditions, the trend shows the high loss
. regions to be within approximately 25 percent span of the inner wall and 15
percent span of the outer wall. When design data are mass averaged with the
correspondingspanwise air angle profile, the loss level is 0.7 percent
_PT/PT, which meets the goal for the flight propulsionsystem transition
duct design. Moreover, this level of pressure loss is substantiallylower than
the design predictionof 1.5 percent.
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At off-designcondltions, the pressure loss is lower in the Inner region and
I higher from approximately30 percent span towards the tip. The mass averaged
loss at off-design is 1.3 percent APT/P T. In comparison to the design
value, this higher loss is a result of the nonworking strut fairing being
required to turn the air.
Figure 5-6 shows the measured duct pressure loss in the build 2 configuration
at design and off-design conditions. Data trends at design conditions show
that the high loss regions are within approximately 30 percent span of the
inner and outer walls. The mass averaged loss was 1.59 percent Z_PT/PT,
which was lower than the predictionof 1.8 percent. At off-design, the pres-
sure loss is lower in the inner and outer regions but slightly higher in the
midspan region. The mass averaged loss for the off-design point was 1.37 per-
cent Z_PT/PT. The lower loss at off-design is a result of the lower
endwall loss from a more axial inlet angle (reduced turning) and the lower
inlet Mach number.
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Figure 5-6 Build 2 Transition Duct Pressure Loss
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Figure5-7 presentsa pressurelosscontourof the strutfairingexitplane
for build2 at designconditions.This profileshowsthe influenceof the strut
fairingwake,as wellas innerand outerendwalllossgradients.As indicated,
the majorityof loss is restrictedto the endwallregion.At off-designcondi-
tions,shownin Figure 5-8, endwall losses are somewhatlower, while the pres-
sure lossis increasedin the mldspanregionof the strutfairingwake.
ExitAir Anl)leAssessment
In Figure5-g,measuredspanwlsestrutfairingexit angledataat designand
off-designconditionsare comparedto the designpredictionfor the buildl
configuration.The data showthe exitangleto be approximately) degreesmore
tangentialthandesignacrossthe span. In general,the dataare in good
agreementwib, the spanwiseslopeof the predictedair angleandwithinthe
accuracyrangefor air anglemeasurement.Althoughoff-designdataare
limited,the trendsuggeststhatevenwith a 4.1 degreemore axialinletangle
the strutreturnedthe flowto the same levelof exitangleas was obtained
withdesignpointinletconditions.
Similarspanwisetrendsof measuredand predictedstrutfairingexit angle
dataare presentedin Figure5-I0for build 2. At designconditions,the exit
angleis approximately4 degreesmore axialthanthe designintentand becomes
more tangentialfrom75 percentspanto the tip.Thisdistribution,which in-
dicatesa decreasein air flowtowardthe tip,is causedby viscouseffects
generatedby the turningstrutfairing.Theseeffectswere not includedin the
inviscidprediction.The absolutelevelof the measuredair anglemeasurement
showedan averageof 4 degreesmoreaxialair anglethan the designpre-
diction.Resultsfroma pressuredistributionanalysisof the strutfairingi
as discussedin Section5.3.2,showeda 3 degreedifferenceas a resultof a)
,_ measurementerror.When the dataare adjustedfor thisano_ly, as indicated
by the dashedlinein Figure5-10,the overallimpactis onlyan averageof l
degree.Therefore,the build2 designpointair angleprofilesare close to
the designintentand compatibleto the low pressureturbineinletguidevane.
At off-design,the measureddatasho_sthe effectof 6.B degreesmore axial
inletflow.For thiscase, the air becomes2.8 degreesmoreaxialthan the
designpointdata.The spanwiseslopeof the data is similarto thatfor the
designpointand showsthe sameviscousfloweffectin the tip region.This
resultshowsa reductionin deviation(metalangleminusair angle)fromthe
designpointbecauseof the loweramountof strutfairingturningat
off-design conditions.
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Exit Hach NumberAssessment
The strut fairing exit Hach numberaverage spa_ise profile was calculated
using the spanwise total pressure data from the claw probes and a linear
interpolation between the inner and outer wall static pressure taps. For the
: build 1 transition duct, the average spanwtse profile at design and off-design
conditions is shownin Figure 5-ll. This profile showsHachnumberincreasing
from the root to mid-span and then decreasing toward the tip. However, the
slope is opposite to the prediction. This is becausethe prediction ts based
on a constant spanwise total pressure loss whereas the duct loss profile shown
in Figure 5-5 ts nonuniform wtth the expected higher losses at the root and
ttp. At design conditions the average absolute level agreed with the design
prediction within 0.0S. 0ff-design data showthe samecurve shape as the
i destgn data but at a higher level. The off-design average level agrees wlth
the design prediction. These results confirm aerodynamic compatibility of the
flow with the low-pressure turbine inlet requirements.
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Figure5-ll Build 1 TransitionDuctStrutFairingAverageSpanwlseExltMach
NumberProfile
The build2 Mach numberspanwisedistributionis shownin Figure5-12.This
figureshowsthat the Machnumberincreasesto approximately30 percentspan
and thendecreases.The shapeof thisdistributionIs similarto the design
prediction,wh;chwas modif(eJto incorporetethe loss profileresultsfrom
buildI. At design,the averagelevelof the Machnumberwas abovethe design
predictionlaveI by O.Ol.The off-deslgndata showa similarcurvaturebut a
lowerlevel,0.03belowdesignprediction.The build2 Mach numberprofiles
are closeto the designintentand compatibleto the low pressureturbine
inletguidevane.
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5.2.3 Inlet Guide Vane Exit Aerodynamics
Pressure Loss Assessment
The total pressure loss, which is the loss across the tranb,tionduct and
low-pressureturbine inlet guide vane, was measured by simultaneouslytravers-
ing the strut fairing inlet and inlet guide vane exit planes. The loss for
build 1 at design and off-designconditions is shown in Figure 5-13. The de-
sign point loss curve shows the higher loss regions to be within 20 percer,c of
the inner and outer walls. The mass-averagedloss for the design point is 1.3
percent _PT/PT. lhe mass-averagedloss level for the off-design testing
increased to 2.1 percent APT/P T. 0ff-design results show an overall
higher loss because of the previously discussed higher level of transition
duct loss.
Figure 5-14 shows the total pressure loss for the build 2 configuration.The
mass-averagedloss for the design point was 2.09 percent APT/P T. The
data trend at off-design conditions shows a lower loss in the root region and
higher loss in the mid-span region, which is consistent with the strut fairing
exit plane loss at off-design. The mass-averaged loss for off-design of 2.04
percent APT/P T is lower than the design point level because of the re-
duction in transition duct loss at off-design conditions more than compensated
for increased low-pressureturbine Inlrt guide vane loss at off-design.
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Figure 5-14 Build 2 Transition Duct and Inlet Guide Vane Pressure Loss
The inlet guide vane pressu"e loss was calculated from the differe:,cebetween
the measured transition duct loss and the measured transition duct and inlet
gui _e vane loss. The calculated butld 1 tnlet guide vane loss is 0.6 percent
_PT/P T for design and 0.8 percent APT/P T for off-design. This higher
level of loss at the off-oesign condition is a result of off-design strut
falring aerodynamics.
The calculated inlet guide vane loss for build 2 is 0.49 percent _PT/PT
at design and 0.68 percent _PT/PT at off-design. The increase for the
off-design test resu1_ed from the 2,,8degree more positive incidence at the
off-design point.
The exit pressure loss contour Is shown in Figure 5-15 for buila Z at design
conditions. This plot shows the wakes from the low-pressureturbine inlet
guide vanes, the strut fairing and the endwall loss over one strut fairing
pitch, Figure 5-16 presents a pressure los; contour at uff-design conditions.
A_ compared to Figure 5-15. the over_ll pressure loss distribution is slmilar.
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Exit Air An_]le Assessment
Tilespanwise distributionof the inlet guide vane exit air angle for build 1
is shown in Figure 5-17. At design, the e_it angle is generallyconsistent
with the prediction.This result shows that the inlet guide vane is performing
as designed and that the low-pressure turbine first rotor will have the de-
sired spanwise inlet angle. Off-design data show the air angle to be 4 degrees
more tangential than the design prediction. Since the measured loss for the
inlet guide vane showed only a slight change from design to off design and
inlet air angles indicated no change from design to off design, this result is
inconsistentand suspected to be erroneous. The net result should be an angle
closer to the design intent. Thls disparity in results is attributed to the
air angle measurement instrumentation.
Inlet guide vane exit air angle data from build 2 are presented in Figure
5-18. Design data show the exit angle average to be within I degree of the
_I predictionas well as conform to the same spanwise contour. This indicates
that the inlet guide vane performed suitably and the first low-pressure tur-
i bine rotor will have an acceptable inlet angle contour. At off-design, the in-
) let guide vane accepted the additional 2.8 degree more positive incidence flowI
! and returned it to within 0.7 degree of the design data. Also, the same
J spanwise distributionwas nearly n_intained. This shows that off-design high-
pressure turbine exit conditions will have little or no affect on the desired
air angle into the low-pressureturbine first rotor.
Exit Mach Number Assessment
Vane exit Mach number was calculated using the average spanwise total pressure
measurements and a linear interpolationbetween the inner and outer wall
static pressure measurements. As indicated in Figure b-19, build I oesign data
have a lower Mach number than predicted by 0.04. Also, the Mach number in-
creases from the root to approxin_tely30 percent span and then decreases to-
ward the tip. This contour is different than predicted since for build l the
prediction assumed a constant spanwise loss, whereas measured losses, as ex-
pected, where higher at the root and tip. The off-design data show a similar
trend but at a slightly lower level. This further supports the conclusion that
off-design high-pressureturbine exit conditions will have little or no effect
to the low-pressureturbine rotor Inlet conditions.
The spanwise Mach number trends for build 2 are shown in Figure b-20. At de-
sign, the data show the same contour as the prediction,but at a level of 0.04
lower. The off-design curve shows a similar contour at a level O.01 lower than
the design intent. These results further confirm that the inlet guide vane is
performing adequately and the rotor will have an acceptable inlet Mach nunl)er
profile.
PerformanceSummary
Table 5-11 presents a synopsis of the transition duct performancecharacter-
istics for builds 1 and 2. These values are the actual measured values and do
not reflect any adjustments from data interpretation.
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TABLE 5-II
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE TRJkNSITIONDUCT PERFORMANCE
Measured
Average Build 1 Build 2
Conditions Design Off-Des'i_n Design Off-Desi!_n
Strut Fairing Inlet
Inlet Mach No. 0.48 0.44 0.60 0.51
Inlet Air Angle, deg 45.20 49.30 42.40 49.20
Strut Fairing Exit
Exit Mach No. 0.36 0.41 0.40 0.36
Exit Air Angle, deg 34.10 34.00 42.30* 45.10"
Z_PT/PT Strut, % 0.70 1.30 1.59 1.37
Inlet Guide Vane Exit
Exit Mach No. 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.63
Exit Air Angle, deg 24.20 -- 25.20 25.90
APT/P T IGV, % 0.60 0.80 0.49 0.68
Z_PT/PT Duct, % 1.30 2.10 2.08 2.05
* See text for final results on build 2 strut exit air angle on page 42
5.3 AIRFOIL/DUCT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
5.3.1 Duct Wall Loadings (Duct Wall Diffusion)
The duct wall loading for build l is shown in Figures 5-21 and 5-22. These
profiles show the variation of inner and outer wall loading as a function of
axial distance for design and off-design testing. Figure 5-21 presents the
measured static pressure data, while Figure 5-22 shows the data normalized to
the average strut fairing inlet conditions and compared to the design stream-
line prediction.
: The outer wall, because of its curvature,was predicted to have the h ghest
wall loading, thereby operating the closest to a separated condition. @s in-
dicated in Figure 5-22, for the design point conditions the flow diffuses past
the strut fairing in good agreement with the prediction,except for the ;trut
fairing leading edge where the flow accelerates sooner than predicted. This
difference is a result of the strut fairing bow wake turning the flow. l'nebow
wake, which extends forward from the strut fairing, was not modeled in the
design prediction. After leaving the strut fairing passages, the wall loading
shows the flow accelerating through the inlet guide vane passage. The inner
wall loading for the design point conditions (Figure 5-22) shows a lower
loading than the outer wall through the strut passage, as predicted,and the
same bow wake effect as the outer wall. After leaving the strut passage the
wall loading shows the flow accelerating through the inlet guide vane passage.
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The outer wall off-design data show the effect of the average inlet flow being
4 degrees more axial. In this case, the strut fairing, which for the build l
configuration is a nonworkingairfoil, turns the flow more tangentially.This
turning causes an accelerationover 50 percent of the airfoil length at which
* point the flow begins to decelerate through the remaining strut passage. The
) inner wall profile shows essentially the same effect as the outer wall for off-
design conditions. However, acceleration at the inner wall appears somewhat
stronger. This is caused by: (1) design point data not showing as much diffu-
sion as the outer wall, and (2) the inner inlet flow angle shift being greater
i than the outer angle shift, as shown in Figure 5-I.
m On the basis of these data, the build l transition duct achieved the desired
i diffusion and the flow alongthe inner and outer walls was separationfree at
; both design and off-design conditions.
Duct wall loadings for build 2 are presented in Figures 5-23 and 5-24. Again,
i the measured data are shown in Figure 5-23 and the data normalized to the
average strut fairing inlet conditions and compared to the design streamline
predictionsare shown in Figure 5-24.
i J 1 t t t i t I t J t t I t t I I I ! I I
AXIAL {)#STANCE, CM (IN)
Figure 5-23 Build 2 Transition Duct Wall Loadings At Design and 0ff-Design
Conditions
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As indicated in Figure 5-24, the outer wall profile at design shows the flow
diffusing from the inlet to the strut fairing exit. This result is in good
agreementwith the prediction,except that accelerationoccurred around the
strut fairing leading edge sooner than predicted, as in build I. The inner
wall profile also shows accelerationat the leading edge uccurrlng sooner than
, predicted and over a longer distance because of the effect of the bow wake, as
observed in the build 1 results. The flow then diffuses through the strut
passage and accelerates through the inlet guide vane passage.
J
) The outer wall off-deslgn data show the effect of the average inlet flow being
, 6.8 degrees more axial. For this case the strut fairing turning is reduced
from the design test level but still turns the air axially. This reduced turn-
ing, as shown by the wall loadlngs, causes the flow to diffuse through the
strut fairing passage but to a lower level than the design condition test.
This data also show the leading edge accelerationoccured sooner then pre-
dicted. The inner wall off-design data show a similar trend in front of the
strut fairing leading edge as indicaLed by the design point data. The diffu-
sion Dast the strut fairing shows a reduction similar to that shown by the
outer wall off-design performance.
On the basis of these results, the build 2 transition duct also achieved the
desired diffusion and the flow along the inner and outer walls was separation
free at boU_ design and off-designconditions.
5.3.2 Strut Fairing Aerodynamics
l Two strut fairings were instrumented to acquire pressure distribution profiles
) at three radial locations on both surfaces of the airfoil. Pressure measure-I
4 ments verified the separation-freeperformance of the airfoil designs in both
the build l and 2 transition duct configurationsat design and off-design
r _ conditions.
Build l design point static pressure distributionsare presented in Figures
5-25, 5-26 and 5-27 for the lO, 50 and 90 percent span locations, respective-
ly. In essence, the similaritiesbetween the pressure surface and suction sur-
face pressure distributionsshow that the strut fairing was unloaded. There-
fore, it was not turning the air and it was performing according to the design
intent for the build l configuration.
Results at off-design are shown in Figures 5-28, 5-29, and 5-30 for the lO, 50
and 90 percent span loc_tions, respectively.These results show the effect of
the 4 degrees more axial inlet flow. The differences between the pressure sur-
face and the suction surface pressure distribution_ indicate that the strut
fairing was loaded to turn the air to the design exit air angle, as shown in
t Figure 5-9. Data at both the 50 and go percent span location show that turning
is completed by the time the flow has reached approximately50 percent of the
airfoil axial chord. This agrees with the wall loading distribution in Figure
5-22, which showed the off-designwall loading returning to the design slope
at approximately50 percent axial chord.
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Figure 5-26 Build l Strut Fairing Design Point Static Pressure Distributions
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Figure 5-27 Build I Strut Fairing Design Point Static Pressure Distributions
at 90 Percent Span
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Figure 5-28 Build I Strut Fairing 0ff-Design Static Pressure Distributionsat
I0 Percent Span
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Figure 5-29 Build l Strut Fairing Off-Design Static Pressure Distributionsat
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Figure 5-30 Build I Strut Fairing Off-Design Statlc Pressure Distributionsat
go Percent Span
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: Build 2 design point static pressure distributionsare shown in Figures 5-31,
5-32 and 5-33 for the 15, 53 and 90 percent span locations. Tiledata are com-
pared to the predictedpressure distributionsat O, 50 and lO0 percent span.
These distributionsshow the positive loading level that is required to turn
the air. The data show reasonableagreement witn the predictionsat lO and 50
: percentspan. At 90 percent span, (lataare in good agreementat the exit but
not at the leading edge. This is pro_ably due to the fact that the data were
acquiredat 90 percent span and the predictionwas made for the tip (lO0 per-
cent span) location.
Results at off-designare presented in Figures 5-34, 5-35 and 5-36 for the
same spanwiselocations.These pressure distributionsshow the effect of the
6.8 degree more axial inlet flow, which is a reduction in loading (or turning).
This result agrees with the measured air angle probe results,which showed
that turningat off-designwas reduced to 1 degree from the design level.
The build 2 mean section pressure distributiondata were matched using a
potentialflow analysis to confirm the level of the measured air angles.
Resultsof this analysis for the design point are presented in Figures 5-37
throughL_-46.The first 5 figures (5-37 through 5-41) show the variation in
the predictedpressure distributionwith variations in inlet angle. The lead-
ing edge pressure surfac_ appears sensitive to an inlet angle variation of
approximatelyl degree. The best match with the data was generated with an
inlet angle of 144 degrees. This angle was matched with a streamline analysis
that used the test rig inlet conditions of Mach number and angle. The result
confirms the level of measured inlet angle by approximatelyl degree. Using
this strut fairing inlet angle, the exit angle was adjusted in l degree in-
crementsto match the trailing edge region pressure data.
The results in Fig "es 5-39, 5-42, and 5-43 are for exit angles of 44.4, 41.5
and 40.5 degrees, respectively.These pressure distributionsshow the exit
angle of 40.5 degrees to be the closest data match. When this angle is
comparedto the measured exit angle, a discrepancyof approximately3 degrees
is found. The air angle from the pressure distribution analysis is closer to
the design exit air angle.
This analysiswas repeated for the build 2 off-design data, and the results
are presentedin Figures 5-44 through 5-46. For this analysis, strut fairing
inlet co.Tditionswere matched with a streamline to calculate a strut fairing
inlet angle of 137 degrees. Using this angle, the leading edge region of the
pressuredistributionmatched the measured data, confirming the inlet angle
probe data to within approximatelyl degree. The trailing edge region of the
pressuredistribution1was matched by varying the exit angle from 47.5 degrees
to 43.5 degrees. The best match with the data occurs at 43.5 degrees. When
this angle is compared to the measured exit angIc, however, a discrepancyof
_ approximately3 degrees is again found with the pressure distributionanalysis
being closer to the design exit angle. Since the same measured exit angle
errors were calculatedfor _(th design and off-design cases, it is likely that
the strut fairing exit air angle probe had a bias error of 3 degrees for build
2.
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Figure 5-31 Build 2 Strut Fairing Design Point Static Pressure Distributions
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Figure 5-32 Build 2 Strut Fairing Design Point Static Pressure Distributions
at 53 Percent Span
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Figure 5-33 Build 2 Strut Fairing Design Point Static Pressure Distributions
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Figure 5-34 Build 2 Strut Fairing Off-Design Static Pressure Distributions at
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Figure 5-37 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure DistributionData
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Figure 5-38 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure DistributionData
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Figure 5-39 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure Distribution Data
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Figure 5-40 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure Distribution Data
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: Figure 5-41 Build ? Strut Fairing Mean Section Pre._sure Distribution Data
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Figure5-42 Build2 StrutFairingMean SectionPressureDistributionData
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Figure 5-43 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure Distribution Data
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Figure 5-44 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure DistributionData,
Off-Design
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Figure 5-45 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure DistributionData,
Off-Design
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Figure 5-46 Build 2 Strut Fairing Mean Section Pressure Distribution Data,
Off-Design
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5.3.3 Low-Pressure Turbine Inlet Guide Vane Aerodynamics
The inlet guide vane was instrumentedwith static pressure taps at approxi-
mately 50 percent span on both the pressure and suction surf,,ces.Data
acquired by this instrumentationare compared to the design prediction for
build l design and off-design testing in Figures 5-47 and 5-48.
Since the inlet guide vane has essentially the same inlet angle and Mach
number for both the design and off-design conditions, it should have similar
pressure distributions.The data in Figures 5-47 and 5-48 show similar distri-
butions except for the trailing edge region where the design point data appear
to be in error. The off-design pressure distribution,presented in Figure
5-48, shows a well-behaved airfoil and indicates that the off-design build l
inlet guide vane exit angle data, which disagrees with the design prediction
previously shown in Figure 5-17, may be in error. As indicated in Section
5.3.1, this error was attributed to the air angle measurement instrumentation.
Two observationscan be made from the comparison of these pressure distri-
butions to the design predictions. First, the leading edge pressure surface,
as shown in Figure 5-47, shows an overspeed that can be attributed to the
inlet incidenceangle being 3 degrees more negative compared to the design.
Second, the trailing edge static pressure is above the predicted level. This
is a result of the vane exit Mach number being slightly below the predicted
level.
The build 2 design and off-design data are shown in Figures 5-49 and 5-50,
respectively.The design point static pressure distributionshows good agree-
ment with the prediction. 0ff-design data also show agreement with the design
point data. This indicates that the build 2 vane is tolerant to the 2.8 de-
grees more positive incidencewithout showing a significantchange in the
leading edge loading. This tolerance results from the use of an elliptical
airfoil leading edge.
5.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Overall, the results from these tests indicate that the transition duct de-
signs for both the flight propulsion system and integratedcore/low spool are
aerodynamicallystable and provide the low-pressure turbine rotor inlet with a
flowfieldthat is insensitiveto the range of high-pressureturbine exit con-
ditions evaluated. The total pressure loss goal of 0.7 percent. APT/PT
was verified for transitionduct design in the flight propulslon system. On
the basis of these results, a duct design with an area ratio l.5, length-to-
height ratio of 3.0 and a nonworkingstrut fairing was confirmed for the
flight propulsion system. Although this goal level was not achieved in the
duct designed for the integrated core/low spool, the performancewas better
than predicted.
I_Igeneral, data trends are consistent with the design predictions,when
considering that the effects of viscid flow were not accounted for in the
analyticalprediction. Transition duct wall diffusion profiles showed no
evidence of flow separation either at design or off-design conditions,as
predicted. Similarly, the strut fairing in each duct configuration performed
according te the design intent, either as a nonworking (build l) or working
(build 2) airfoil. Also, pressure distributionsof the strut fairir.gand tne
inlet guide vane showed that these airfoil performed separation free, as
predicted,at all test conditions.
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Figure 5-47 Build 1 Inlet Guide Vane Design Measured Pressure
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Figure 5-49 Build 2 Inlet Guide Vane Design Measured Pressure
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SECTION 6.0
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Subscale model testing has proved to be a useful design tool, as well as an
expedient method for substantiatingthe aerodynamicdefinition of a turbine
transition duct for both the integrated core/low spool ana the flight propul-
sion system. Testing has verified that a low loss s)_tem, which is insensitive
to the high-pressureturbine exit conditions, is achievable in a relatively
compact duct design. Since model results are directly scaleable to the full
size component, they provide a firm basis for the transition duct design in
the integrated core/low spool. These results have also contributed substan-
tially toward extending the data base for designing low loss transition ducts,
if required, for the next generation of gas turbine engines.
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STRUT FAIRING
ROOT SECTION (HOT RADIUS = 15.40000
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
0.0 O.0 -O.l7945 -0.17945
O.Ol0 0.04500 -0.04609 -0.34276
0.020 0.09001 -O.OO191 -0.45710
O.030 O.13501 0.02354 -0.56086
O.040 O.18001 O.03698 -0.65797
O.050 O.72502 0.04060 -0.75128
O.060 O.z/002 O.03492 -0.84192
0.070 O.31503 O.O1914 -0.93051
0.080 0.36003 -0.00949 -".Ol724
0.090 0.40503 -0.04566 -'.10226
O.lO0 0.45004 -0.08306 -'.18581
O.125 O.56255 -0.18281 -'.38949
O.150 0.67506 -0.29147 o".58748
O.175 O.78756 -0.40644 -".78081
O.200 0.90007 -0.52599 -".96986
O.225 l.Ol258 -0.64984 -2.15472
O.250 l.l2509 -0.77777 -2.33627
O.2?5 I.23760 -0.90939 -2.51522
O.300 I.35011 -l.04439 -2.69086
O.325 I.46262 -l.18262 -2.86263
O.350 l.57513 -l.32403 -3.03080
O.375 l.68764 -l.46884 -3.19535
0.400 l.80015 -l.61722 -3.35546
0.425 l.91266 -l.76883 -3.51110
O.450 2.02517 -l.92339 -3.66353
0.475 2.13767 -2.08154 -3.81359
O.500 2.25018 -2.24413 -3.96136
O.525 2.36269 -2.41138 -4.10678
O.550 2.47520 -2.58351 -4.24982
O.575 2.58771 -2.?6204 -4.39057
O.600 2.70022 -2.94825 -4.52945
O.625 2.81273 -3.14116 -4.66698
, O.650 2.92524 -3.34001 -4.80365
O.675 3. 03775 -3. 54557 -4. 93996
O.700 3.15026 -3.75875 -5.07619
O.725 3.26277 -3.98017 -5.21247
} O.750 3.37528 -4.20885 -5.34bv8!
) O.775 3.48778 -4.44333 -5.48557
0.800 3.60029 -4.68221 -5.62272
I O.825 3.71280 -4.92460 -5.76054
J 0.850 3.82531 -5.16983 -5.89931
0.875 3.93782 -5.41717 -6.03927
O.900 4.05033 -5.66553 -6.18063
O.910 4.09534 -5.76489 -6.23761
O.920 4.14034 -5.86411 -6.29480
O.930 4.18534 -5.96315 -6.35223
O.940 4.23035 -6.06194 -6.40991
O.950 4.27535 -6.16048 -6.46781
O.960 4.32035 -6.25880 -6.52596
O.97'_ 4.36536 -6.35683 -6.58434
O.980 4.41036 -6.45466 -6.64295
O.990 4.45536 -6.55224 -6.69077
I.000 4.50037 -6.65726 -6.65726
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STRUT FAIRING
MEAN SECTION (HOT RADIUS _ 17.13600
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
0.0 -0.05922 -0.52_ -0.52207
O.OlO -0.01422 -0,38870 -0.66783
0.020 0,03079 -0,34452 -0.75992
O.030 O.07579 -0.31906 -0.84513
O.040 O.12080 -0,30562 -0.92515
O.050 O.16580 -0,30199 - .00199
0,060 0.21080 -0.30767 - .07667
0.070 0.25581 -0.32344 -.14981
0.080 0.30081 -0.34938 -.22167
0.090 0.34581 -0.37739 -.29233
O.lO0 0.39082 -0,40653 -'.36195
0.125 0.50333 -0.48505 -'.53211
0.150 0.61584 -0.57098 -'.69820
0.175 0.72835 -0.66221 -'.86113
0.200 0.84086 -0.75765 -2.02143
0.225 0.95336 -0.85708 -2.17915
0.250 1.06587 -0.96035 -2.33452
0.275 1.17838 -I.06713 -2.48827
0.300 1.29089 -I.17723 -2,64046
0.325 1.40340 -I.29059 -2.79030
0.350 1.51591 -1.40719 -2.93745
0.375 1.62842 -I.52718 -3.08211
0.400 1.74093 -1.65068 -3 22402
0.425 1.85344 -I.77757 -3 36252
0.450 1.96595 -1.90764 -3 49792
0,475 2.07846 -2.04126 -3 63124
0.500 2.19097 -2,17925 -376303
0.525 2,30348 -2.32208 -389332
0.550 2.41599 -2.46986 -4 02211
0.575 2,52850 -2.62351 -4 14941
0.600 2.64101 -2.78457 -,427541
0.625 2.75351 -2.95307 -4 40054
O.650 2.86602 -3.12809 -4.52566
O.675 2.97853 -3.30998 -4.651Ol
O.700 3.09104 -3.4o_61 -4.77715
0.725 3.20355 -3.69787 -4.90427
O.lbO 3.31606 -3.90446 -5.03244
0.775 3.42857 -4.11796 -5.16178
0.800 3.54108 -4.33691 -5.29238
0.825 3.65359 -4.56028 -5.42410
0.850 3.76610 -4.78764 -5,55673
0.875 3.87861 -5.01862 -5.69007
0.900 3.99112 -5.25374 -5.82391
0.910 4.03612 -5.34927 -5,87756
O.920 4.08113 -5.44574 -5,93127
0.930 4.12613 -5.54331 -5,98506
0.940 4.17113 -5,64204 -6.03892
0.950 4.21614 _5,74!94 -6.09282
0.960 4.26114 -5,84306 -6.14681
0.970 4.30614 -5.94534 -6.20086
0.980 4.35115 -6.04884 -6.25497
0.990 4.39615 -6.15353 -6.30002
1.000 4.44116 -6.26648 -6.26648
1982025518-085
STRUT FAIRING
TIP SECTION (HOT RADIUS - 18.87000
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
0.0 -0.00086 -1.07478 -I.07478
O.OlO 0.04408 -0.94146 -I.21456
0,020 0.08903 -0.89728 -l.29509
0.030 0.1339/ -0.87180 -1.36859
0,040 0.17892 -0.85832 -1.43685
0,050 0.22386 -0.85463 -1.50205
0.060 0.26881 -0.86021 -I.56519
0.070 0.31375 -0.87544 -1.62674
0.080 0.35870 -0.89426 -1.68695
0.090 0.40364 -0.91424 -1.74591
O.lO0 0.44858 -0.93550 -1.80379
0.125 0,56095 -0.99462 -I.94450
0.150 0.6733_ -1.06002 -2.08085
0.175 0.78567 -I.12984 -2.21366
0.200 0.89803 -1.20347 -2.34337
0.225 1.01039 -].28076 -2.47022
0.250 1.12275 -I.36135 -2.59458
O.275 l.23511 -l.44494 -2.71694
O.300 l.34747 -l.53145 -2.83715
0.325 1.45983 -1.62083 -2.95453
0.350 1.57220 -I.71309 -3.06890
0.375 1.68456 -I.80825 -3.18047
0.400 1.79692 -I.90623 -3.28899
0.425 1.90928 -2.00691 -3.39413
0,450 2.02164 -2.11049 -3.49638
0.475 2.13400 -2.21768 -3.59660
0.500 2.24636 -2.32892 -3.69514
0.525 2.35872 -2.44437 -3.79206
0.550 2.47109 -2.56458 -3.88743
0.575 2.58345 -2.69061 -3.98131
0.600 2.69581 -2.82253 -4.07395
0.625 2.80817 -2.95953 -4.16576
0.650 2._205: -3.10155 -4.25713
0.675 3.03Z89 -3.24899 -4.34851
0.700 3.1_525 -3.40226 -4.44018
0.725 3.25761 -3.56123 -4.53229
0.750 3.36997 -3,72488 -4.62491
0.775 3.48234 -3.89214 -4.71815
0.800 3.59470 -4.06209 -4.81208
0.825 3.70706 -4.23431 -4.90667
0.850 3.81942 -4.40844 -5.00184
0.875 3.93178 -4.58428 -5.09754
0.900 4.04414 -4 76199 -5.19370
0.910 4.08909 -4.83366 -5.23228
i 0.920 4.13403 -4.90571 -5.27094
1 0.930 4.17898 -4.97814 -5.30967
I 0.940 4.22392 -5.05096 -5.34846
0.950 4.26886 -5.12417 -5.38733
0.960 4.3138l -5.19779 -5.42626
I 0.970 4.35875 -5.27177 -5.465270.980 4.40370 -5.346_8 -5.50435
i 0.990 4.44864 -5.42098 -5.53931
j 1.000 4.49359 -5.50579 -5.50579
I
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1982025518-086
INLET GUIDE VANE
ROOT SECTION (HOT RADIUS - 16.54999)
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
0.0 -0.85548 1.07909 1.07909
0.010 -0.83898 1.11398 1.04137
0.020 -0.82248 1.12257 1.01797
0.030 -0.80598 1.12401 0.99448
0.040 -0.78948 l.ll911 0.97100
0.050 -0.77298 1.10578 0.94747
0.060 -0.75648 1.08993 0.92392
0.070 -0.73998 1.07410 0.90036
0.080 -0.72348 1.05829 0.87675
0.090 -0.70698 1.04248 0.85311
0.100 -0.69048 1.02668 0.82946
0.125 -0.64923 0.98716 0.77018
0.150 -0.60798 0.94763 0.71073
0.175 -0.56673 0.90806 0.65108
0.200 -0.52547 0.86841 0.59123
0.225 -0.48422 0.82861 0.53113
0.250 -0.44297 0.78862 0.47083
0.275 -0.40172 0.74835 0.41030
0.300 -0.36047 0.70769 0.34955
0.325 -0.31922 0.66653 0.28859
0.350 -0.2??97 0.62477 0.22740
0.37b -0.23672 0.58221 0.16601
0.400 -0.19547 0.53870 0.I0440
0.425 -0.15422 0.49393 0.04257
0.450 -0.I1297 0.44772 -0.01945
0.475 -0.07172 0.39973 -0.08165
0.500 -0.03047 0.34956 -0.14403
O.525 O.O1078 O.29687 -0.20661
O.550 O.05203 O.24119 -0 26931
0.575 0.09328 0.18213 -0 33222
0.600 0.13453 0.I1923 -0 39528
0.625 0.17578 0.05220 -0 45851
0.650 0.21703 -0.01929 -0 52183
n.675 0.25829 -0.09536 -0 58535
O.700 0.29954 -0.17591 -0 64904
0.725 0.34079 -0.26075 -071286
0.750 0.38204 -0.34951 -0.77679
0.775 0.42329 -0.44188 -0.84106
0.800 0.46454 -0.53748 -0.90551
0.825 0.50579 -0.63589 -0.97027
0.850 0.54704 -0.73686 -I.03535
0.875 0.58829 -0.84000 -l.lOl21
0.900 0.62954 -0.94503 -I.16807
0.910 0.64604 -0.98748 -I.19549
0.920 0.66254 -I.03022 -1.22297
0.930 0.67904 -1.07310 -1.25085
0.940 0.69554 -I.I1630 -1.27951
0.950 0.71204 -I.15963 -I.30892
0.960 0.72854 -1.20318 -i.33904
0.910 0.74504 -1.24690 -1.36959
0.980 0.76154 -1.29078 -1.39786
0.990 0.V7804 -1.33479 -1.40229
1.000 0._9454 -I.38256 -1.38256
_Z
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1982025518-087
INLET GUIDE VANE
MEAN SECTION (HOT RADIUS " 18.87785)
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
0.0 -0.86297 1.12461 1.12461
0.010 -0.84647 1.15421 1.09977
0.020 -0.82997 1.15944 1.06305
0.030 -0.81347 I.15631 I.03733
O.040 -0.79599 l.14490 1.Ol160
O.050 -0.78048 I.13215 O.98587
O.060 -0.76398 I.11938 O.96012
0.070 -0.74748 1.10650 0.93437
0.080 -0.73098 1.09350 0.90861
0.090 -0.71449 1.08039 0 88284
0.100 -0.69799 1.06717 0.85707
0.125 -0.65674 1.03357 0.79261
0.150 -0.61550 0.99922 0.72812
0.175 -0.57425 0.96404 0.66359
0.200 -0.53301 0.92802 0.59904
0.225 -0.49176 0.89112 0.53447
0.250 -0.45052 0.85329 0.46988
0.275 -0.40927 0.81447 0.40528
0.300 -0.36803 0.77462 0.34086
0.325 -0.32678 0.73365 0.27604
0.350 -0.28554 0.69149 0.21141
' 0.375 -0.24429 0.64806 0.14677
0.400 -0.20305 0.60323 0.08213
O.425 -0.16180 O.55692 O.O1749
O.450 -0.12056 O.50893 -0.04715
0.475 -0.07931 0.45912 -0.,1180
0.500 -0.03907 0.40726 -0.17645
0.525 0.00317 0.35306 -0.24109
0.550 _.04442 0.29620 -0.30574
0.575 0.08566 0.23620 -0.37039
0.600 0.12691 0.17254 -0.43504
0.625 0.16815 0.10464 -0.49968
0.650 0.20940 0.03197 -0.56434
0.675 0.25064 -0.04583 -0.62902
0.700 0.29189 -0.12898 -0.69372
0.725 0.33313 -0.21732 -0.75840
0.750 0.37438 -0.31062 -0.82313
0.775 0.41562 -0.40838 -0.88784
0.800 0.45687 -0.51009 -0.95265
0.825 0.49811 -0.61511 -I.01748
0.850 0.53936 -0.72297 -Io08242
0.875 0.58060 -0.83319 -I.14749
0.900 0.62185 -0.94543 -1.21279
0.910 0.63834 -0.99076 -'.23897
0.920 0.65484 -1.03640 -'.26533
0.930 0.67134 -1.08222 -'.29180
0.940 0.69784 -1.12830 -'.31839
0.950 0.70434 -I.17454 -'.34531
0.960 0.72083 -1.22_02 -'.37256
0.970 0.73733 -1.26763 -'.40054
0.980 0.75383 -1.31448 - .42703
0.930 0.77033 -1.36142 -1.43160
1.000 0.78683 -1.41196 -'.41196
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1982025518-088
INLET GUIDE VANE
TIF SECTION (HOT RADIUS = 21.19000)
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
0.0 -0.90497 1.01191 1.01191
O.OlO -0.88848 1.04153 0.98001
0.020 -0.87198 1.04674 0.96107
! 0.030 -0.85548 1.04366 0.94199
_ 0.040 -0.83899 1.03694 0.92278
0.050 -0.82249 1.03003 0.90346
! 0.060 -0.80600 1.02295 0.88398
; 0.070 -0.78950 1.01568 0.86439
0.050 -0.77300 1.00824 0.84465
0.090 -0.75651 1.00062 0.82477
0.100 -0.74001 0.99280 0.80478
, 0.125 -069877 0.97248 0.75412
0.150 -065753 0.95096 0.70258
0.175 -061629 0.92826 0.65016
0.200 -057504 0.90435 0.59681
0.225 -053380 0.87919 0.54255
0 250 -049256 0.85273 0.48738
0 275 -0 45132 0.82498 0.43131
0,300 -0 41008 0.79582 0.37437
0 325 -0,36884 0.76524 0.31656
0,350 -0,32760 0.73316 0.25794
0375 -0.28635 0.69948 0.19849
0,400 -0.24511 0.66412 0.13825
0.425 -0.20387 0.62694 0.07727
O.450 -O.16263 O.58782 0.01556
0.475 -O.12139 O.54656 -0.04683
O.500 -0.08015 O.50298 -0 10985
0.525 -0.03891 0.45676 -0 17349
0.550 0.00234 0.40763 -023770
0.575 0.04358 0.35510 -0 30244
0.600 0.08482 0.29871 -036769
0.625 0.12606 0.23801 -043342
0.650 O.l6730 0.I7245 -0 49960
0.675 0.20854 0.I0146 -0 5661 8
O.700 O.24978 O.02448 -0163314
0.725 0.29102 -0.05893 -0 70047
0.750 0.33227 -0.14915 -0.76810
0.775 0.37351 -0.24635 -0.53611
0.800 0.41475 -0.35047 -0.90435
0.825 0.45599 -0.46111 -0.97283
0.850 0.49723 -0.57789 -1.04151
0.875 0.53847 -0.70026 -1.II036
0.900 0.57971 -0.82766 -I.17933
0.910 0.59621 -0.87984 -1.20694
0.920 0.61271 -0.93274 -1.23446
0.930 0.62920 -0.98620 -1.26188
0.940 0.64570 -1.04036 -1.28934
0.950 0.66220 -I.09502 -1.31651
0.960 0.67869 -1.15028 -1.34354
0.970 0.69519 -1.20599 -1.36996
0.980 0.71169 -1.26227 -1.39420
0.990 0.72818 -1.31894 -1.39865
1.000 0.74468 -1.37893 -1.37893
84
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1982025518-089
APPENDIX B
., Build 2 Airfoil Coordinates
1
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1982025518-090
i
, STRUT FAIRING
(Section l)
SUCTION PRESSURE
SIDE SIDE
X/BX Y/BX Y/BX
,I
: I.00000 I.49436 I.49436
0.99000 1.50131 1.47229
' 0.98000 I.49121 I.45161
! 0,97000 l.47953 ].43120
0.96000 I.46802 1.41086
I 0.94000 l.44469 l.37039
' O.92no0 I.42121 I.3.3022
0.88000 1.37374 1.25066
i 0.84000 1.32558 I.17166
0.80000 l,27682 I.09275
0.760DO l.22760 l.01407
, 0.72000 I.17804 0.93597
: 0.68000 l.12812 0,85870
0.64000 1.07774 0.78248
- O.60000 1.02677 0.7 0747
0.56000 0.97 514 0.63384
O.52000 0.92274 0.56172
i 0.48000 0.86947 0.49125
! 0.44000 O.81524 O.42254
0,40000 0.75998 0.35574
0.36000 O.70350 0.2910_
0.32000 0.64558 0.22870
0.28000 0.58590 0,16909
0.24000 0.52391 0.I1288
0.20000 0.45907 0.06048
O.16000 0.39076 O.O1330
; O.12000 O.31792 -0.02335
0.08000 O.23837 -0.05686¢
O.06000 O.]9460 -0,06494
0.04000 O.14702 -0.06583
O.03000 O.12077 -0.06286
0.02000 0.09091 -0.05704
O.O1000 O.05806 -0.04654
0.0 0.0 0.0
_'r,_.C:,,.',._ FAng ,r'T,_d_,N,., NUT FILMED
STRUT FAIRING
(Section 2)
SUCTION PRESSURE
SIDE SIDE
X/BX Y/BX Y/BX
l.00000 l.lO108 l.lO108
0.99000 1.10790 1.08457
0.98000 I.10073 1.07015
0.97000 I,09321 l.05592
O.96000 l.08568 1.04170
O.94000 I.07043 l.01338
0.92000 1.05502 O.98520
0.88000 I.02369 O.929Z3
0.84000 0.99167 0.87347
0.80000 0.95902 0.8}753
0.76000 0.92588 0.76136
O.72000 0.89235 0.70524
O.68000 0.85842 0.64935
0.64000 0,82399 O.59389
O.60000 O.78897 O.53898
0.56000 0.75327 0.48474
O.52000 O.71682 O.43131
0.48000 0.67954 0.37898
O.44000 O.64136 O.32744
0.40000 0.60216 0.27693
O.36000 O.56184 O.22758
0.32000 0.52025 O.17971
O.28000 0.47699 O.13378
0.24000 0.43152 0.09022
O.20000 O.38331 O.04961
O.16000 0.33179 O.O1316
O.12000 0.27586 -O.O1819
O.08000 O.21359 -O.03993
O.06000 O.17900 -0.04759
0.04000 O.14022 -0.04955
O.03000 O.l1861 -0.04713
0.02000 0.09506 -0.04199
O.O1000 O.06674 -0.03271
0.0 0.0 -0.0
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1982025518-092
STRUT FAIRING
(Section 3)
SUCTION PRESSURE
SIPc SIDE
X/BX Y/L . Y/BX
I.00000 0.88068 0.88068
0.99000 0.88727 0.86652
0.98000 0.88177 0.85490
0.97000 0.87625 0.84343
O.96000 O.87065 0.83196
0.94000 0.85932 0.80914
O.92000 0.84782 O. 78643
0.88000 0.82435 0.74136
0.84000 0,80021 0.69649
0.80000 0.77547 0.65145
0.76000 0.7 5028 0.60619
0.72000 0.72473 0.56091
0.68000 0.69880 0.51578
O.64000 O.67238 0.47096
O.60000 O.64540 O.42656
O.56000 0.61777 0.38268
O.52000 O. 58945 O.33942
' 0.48000 O.56034 0.29700
O.44000 O.53039 O.25537
0.40000 0.49950 O.2l449
O.36000 O.46758 O.l?453
0.32000 0.43445 O.13575
0.28000 0.39974 0.09852
0.24000 0.36926 0.06328
0.20000 0.32370 0.03044
O.16000 0.28144 O.OOl15
O.12000 0.23519 -0.02408
0.08000 O.18335 -0.04066
0.06000 O.15432 -0.04537
0.04000 O.12156 -0.04700
0.03000 O.10341 -0.04471
0.02000 0.08349 -0.03971
O.Oloon 0.05988 -0.03059
0.0 0.0 0.0
!
I
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1982025518-093
STRUT FAIRING
(Section 4)
SUCTION PRESSURE
SIDE SIDE
X/BX Y/BX Y/BX
I.00000 0.73531 0.73531
0.99000 0.74174 0.72222
0.98000 0.73716 0.71188
0. 97000 0.73265 0.70170
O.96000 0.72805 0.69153
0.94000 O.71874 0.67132
0.92000 0.70929 0.65128
0.88000 O.68993 O.61'i64
O.84000 0.66999 0.57236
0.80000 0.64955 0.53310
O.76000 O.62876 0.49379
O. 72000 0.60771 0.45462
O.68000 O.58635 0.41 577
0.64000 0.56459 0.37734
O.60000 O. 54234 O.3 3945
O.56000 O.51954 0.30217
' O.52000 0.49614 0.26560
' 0.48000 0.47207 0.22988
0.44000 0.44726 O.19505
0.40000 0.42164 O.16115
0.36000 0.39511 0.12832
0.32000 0.36748 0.09677
O.28000 O.33843 0.06680
0.24000 0.30764 0.03878
0.20000 0.27477 O.O1300
O.16000 0.23935 -0.00965
O.12000 0.20047 -0.02865
0.08000 O.!5683 -0.04074
O.06000 O.13213 -0.04318
0.04000 O.I0434 -0.04340
O.03000 O.08900 -0.04131
0.02000 0.07163 -0.03646
O.O1000 O.04930 -0.02750
0.0 0.0 0.0
l
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1982025518-094
INLET GUIDE VANE
ROOT SECTION (HOT RADIUS 16.3900C)
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
O.O 0.00209 2.29910 2.299l 0
0.010 O.O1781 2,31407 2.25376
0,020 0.03354 2,30879 2.22621
0.030 0.04926 2.29923 2.20238
0.040 O.06498 2. 28774 2.17851
0.050 0.08071 2.27433 2.15455
O.060 0.09643 2.26020 2.13065
0.070 O.l 121 6 2.24533 2.10674
0.080 O. 12788 2.23046 2.08285
0.090 O.14360 2.21553 2.05890
O. I00 O. 15933 2.20054 2.03505
O. 125 O.19863 2.16276 1.97535
O. 150 0.23794 2.12453 1.91567
O.175 0.27725 2.08583 l .85607
O.200 O. 31656 2.04661 l .79639
0.225 0.35587 2.00683 I .73680
O.250 0.39518 l. 96644 l .57723
0.27_ 0.43449 1.92538 1.61772
0,300 0.47380 l .8835R I .55824
0,325 0.51310 1.84097 I ,49879
O.350 O. 55241 1.79747 l .43937
0,375 0.59172 l .75300 l .38000
O.400 O. 631 03 l .70744 l .32066
0,425 0.67034 l .66068 l .26136
0.450 0.70965 I .61257 I .20210
0.475 0.74896 l. 56296 I. 14289
O. 500 0.78827 l .51167 1.08370
0.525 0.82757 I .45850 I .02463
0.550 0.86688 l 40329 0.96556
0.575 0.9061 9 1 34548 0.90649
0.600 0.94550 1 28508 0.84756
0.625 0.98481 l 22178 0.78866
0.650 1.02412 1 15545 0.72977
0.675 1.06343 1 03607 0.67104
0.700 1.10274 I 01373 0.61235
0.725 1.14204 0 93862 0.55369
0.750 1.18135 0 86101 0.49515
0.775 1 .22066 0.78_17 0.43676
0. 800 1.25997 O.69940 O.37852
0.825 l .29928 O. 61597 0.32042
0.850 l .33859 0.53" 14 0.26245
0.875 l .37790 0.4451 3 0.20471
0.900 I.41721 0.35811 O. 14734
O. 910 I .43293 0.32307 O. 12452
O. 920 l .44865 O.28789 O. 101 78
O.930 1 .46438 O.25259 0.07917
O.940 1.48010 O. 21 718 0.05669
0.950 1 49582 0.18167 0.03441
0.960 1 51155 0.14607 0.01247
0.970 1 52727 '),.11037 -O.O0! "
0.980 1 54299 0.07460 -0.02337
0,990 1 55872 :)03873 -0.0'_382
_.000 1 57444 -0_ 00202 -0.00202
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1982025518-095
INLET GUIDE VANE
MEAN SECTION (HOT RADIUS = 18.11501)
PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
O. 0 0.00652 2.36065 2.36065
O. Ol0 0.0221 8 2.37622 2.31705
0.020 0.03783 2. 3719! 2. 29072
0.030 0.05349 2.36463 2.26651
0.040 0.0691 5 2.35471 2. 2421 9
0.050 0.08481 2.34311 2.21787
0.060 O. 10047 2.3_,083 2. 19355
0.070 0.1161 3 2.31861 2,16912
0.080 0.13178 2.30620 2. 14472
0.090 O.14744 2. 29371 2,12046
0.100 C.16310 ?.28111 2,09612
O. 125 0.20225 2.24912 2.03537
O. 150 0.24139 2.21 642 I ,97443
O. 17 5 0.28054 2. 18293 I, 91366
0.200 O.31 968 2. 14862 I .85280
0.225 0.35883 2.11341 I .79198
O. 250 0.39797 2.07725 1 .731 25
0.275 0.4371 2 2.040U5 1.67052
O. 300 0.47626 2. C01 74 1 .60982
0.325 O. 51541 l. 96225 I. 54914
O. 350 O. 55455 l .92146 l .48848
; 0.,_75 0.59370 1 .87928 1 .42784
0.400 0.63284 I .83561 1,36723
: 0.425 0.67199 I.79031 I .30664
0.450 0.71 If3 1.74327 l .24607
0.475 0.75028 1.69434 1.18553
O. 500 O.78942 l. 64339 I, 12502
O.52 S 0.82857 I ,59024 I .06458
O. 550 O.86772 l.53473 1 .00418
O.57 5 O.9068_ 1 .47670 0.94368
O.600 O.94601 l .41595 0.88329
0.625 O.9E 315 l .35232 0.82300
0.650 1.02430 l .28566 0.76258
0.675 1 .06344 I .21580 0.70231
0.700 1 .I0259 1.14263 0.64216
0.725 1. 1417 3 l .06605 O. 58200
O. 750 I. 18088 O. 98599 O. 521 85
0.775 1 .22002 0.90241 0.46171
O. 800 1.25917 O. 81529 e ,40164
0.825 1.29831 0.72468 0.34171
0.850 1 .33746 0.63065 0.28200
0.87 S 1 .37660 O. 53329 O, 22242
O. 900 1 .41575 0.43273 O. 16290
0.9] 0 I .43141 0.39164 0.13918
0.920 1 44707 0,35006 0.11550
0.930 I .46272 0.30_02 0.09188
O. 940 I .47838 O, 26552 O. 06838
O.950 1 .49404 0.22256 0.04503
O. 9f;O I • 50970 O. 17918 O. 021 79
0.970 1 • 52536 O. 13538 0.00088
0.980 I.54101 O.O9]IE -0.n_:.306
0.990 1 • 55667 0.04652 -0.02_22
1.000 1 .57233 -0.00202 -0.00202
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INLET GUIDE VANE
TIP SECTION (HOT RADIUS = 19.84001)
!
I PERCENT X X Y TOP Y BOT
0.0 O.Ol Ol9 2.56710 2.56710
! O.Ol 0 0.02580 2.58257 2.52332
O.020 O.04141 2. 57929 2.49703
t 0.030 0.05702 2.57211 2.47173
! 0 040 0 07264 2.56276 2 44679t • • l
_ 0.050 0.08825 2. 55330 2.42165
•I 0.060 0.I 0386 2. 54263 2.39654
I 0 C_h 0.11948 2.53186 2 37142
0._,30 O. 13509 2. 52094 2.34628
0.090 O. 15070 2. 50988 2.32112
O. 1O0 O. 16631 2.49868 2.29595
: O.125 0.20535 2.47006 2.23298
O. 150 ;.24'_38 2.44048 2.16990
O.175 0.28341 2.40988 2.I0674
0.200 0.32244 2.37816 2.04348
0.225 0.36147 2.34525 l .9801 l
0.250 0.40051 2.31109 1.91663
0.275 0.43954 2. 27553 I.85304
O.300 0.47857 2.23850 l .78934
0.325 O. 51760 2.19988 l .72551
G.350 0.55664 2.15955 l .661 55
0.375 0.59567 2.11739 l .59746
0.400 0.63470 2.07326 I .53323
0.425 0.67373 2.02704 l .46884
0.450 0.71276 l .97858 l .40431
0.475 0.75180 l .92774 l .33960
O. 500 0.79083 l .87437 l.27474
0.525 0.82986 l .81833 I .20969
0.550 0.86889 1.75949 1.14444
0.575 0.90792 1.69768 1.07900
0.603 0.94696 l .63277 I.Ol 334
0.625 0.98599 l .56460 O.94746
0.650 1.02502 I.49298 0.881 34
0.675 1.06405 1.41775 0.81496
0.700 l .10308 l.33871 O. 74832
0.725 l .1421 2 l .25564 0.68138
• 0.? 50 1 .18115 1 .16832 0.61 41 5
0.775 1.22018 1.07653 0.54660
0.800 l .25921 O. 98001 0.47869
0.825 1 .29824 0.87849 0.41041
0.850 l .33728 0.77168 0.34172
0.875 1.37631 0.65925 0.27261
0.900 1.41 534 O. 54088 O. 20302
0.91 0 l .43095 0.49180 O. 17504
O. 920 1.44657 0.441 69 O.14700
0.930 l .4621 8 O.39050 O.11886
O. 940 1.47?79 O.33827 0.09("64
O. 950 l .49341 O. 28491 0.06232
0.960 l .50902 O.23042 0.03391
0.970 l .52463 O.17478 0.00540
0.980 I .54024 O. 11794 -O.Ol F}55
0.990 l .55586 0.05989 -0.02150
1.000 1 .57147 -0.001 98 -0.001 98
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
b Wire mesh aiameter
Cp Pressure Coefficient
(Ps LOCAL-Ps at 0.0)/ I/2 P vZ at 0.0
ID Inner diameter
IGV Inlet guide vane
LE Leading edge
OD Outer diameter
Ml Inlet Mach Number
M2 Exit Mach Number
Pa Pascal
._ A pT/pT Pressure loss
,J
_ /Xp/Q Screen drag coefficientI
'" N Newtons
PA Ambient pressure
PS Static pressure
PT Total pressure
Ps/PT Pressure ratio
TT Total temperature
TE Trailing edge
Vx'/V Turbulence
X/BX Axial Distance/AxialChord
X/b Axial distance/wiremesh diameter ratio
PRECEDING PA'J _,_.,_,._,-,,,iNOT [_LMZD
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